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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis research was to develop a computer model

that would predÍct the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a Versatile

Model 4025 swather header. After the rnodel was created, an experimental

modal test was completed. The data from the experiment and the initial

model were then compared and the model was adjusted to more closely

predict the values obtained by the experiment. The modified computer

model was uhen used co determine an optimal operating speed for the knife

drive on the l"lodel 4025 svrather header.

The modified computer model predícted the natural frequencies to be

7.6, 9.1, 10.6, and 13.1 Hz while the experimental results shoúed thaL the

natural frequencies were 7.7, 9.4, 10.5, and L2.5 Hz. In general, the

experimental mode shapes were well correlated with the mode shapes that

were predicted by the modified finite element model.

The rnodified model was then used to determine the optímum operating

speed. The displacements of the conneetion points between the swather

header and the tractor were predieted because it was thought that the

knife speed Èhat caused the lowest displacenents of the connection points

would cause the least force to be exerted on the swather tracÈor. The

knife should operate near L2 Hz to decrease the displacements of the

connection points to 50 percent of the displacement magnitude aË the

original design speed. I{ith the operating knife speed changed from 10 Hz

to L2 Hz, a resonant condition vras avoided and Ëhe lower force levels

applied to the traccor improved the comfort for the operator.
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l. DefÍnitions

Bode plot: a representation of a frequency response function in which

magnitude and phase are plotted versus frequency

Coherence function: a frequency-dependent real value that indicates the

amounc of response that is caused by the supplied input

Cross spectrum: a relation between t$/o random signals calculated by

multiplying the Fourier transform of one signal by the complex

conjugate of the other signal's Fourier transform

Danping coefficf.ent: a value that indicates the level of damping that is

present in the stTucture at a particular natural frequency

Fourier transform: a mathematical conversion performed on a time-variant

signal that idenEifies the frequency content of the signal

Frequency response funcËf.on: a complex function which represents the

frequency-dependent response of a system per unit input

Frequency spectrum: a frequency domain representation of a time-variant

signal

llodal analysis: the process of determining a structure's modal parameters



Modal parameÈers: three parameters that characteríze a natural mode of

vibration: natural frequency, mode shape and damping coefficient

Modal tesËíng: the process of determining a structure's modal parameters

experimentally

lfode shape: the characterístic vibration pattern assumed by a structure

in a resonance

Natural frequency or resonanË frequency: the frequency at which resonance

occurs

Nyquist freguency or wrap-around freguency: in digiual signal processing,

a frequency equal to one-half of the sampling frequency

Nyquist plot: a type of frequency-response function display in the Argand

plane (imaginary portion versus the real portion)

Po¡ser spectrum: a function showing the mean square level of a signal at

various frequencies calculated by rnultiplying the Fourier transform

of a signal by its own complex conjugate

Resonance: the condition Èhat occurs when the frequency of a dynamic

force applied to a structure is equal to one of the structure's

natural frequencies, usually resulting in large amplitudes of

vibration



2. InËroducËfon

The methods and machinery used to feed the world have undergone

greax changes in recent decades. Twenty kilowatt field tractors have come

and gone. These have been replaced by tractors with engines in excess of

225 klLowatts. Likewise, other farm machinery has been improved by using

more po\¡¡erful engines, increasing capacity, and providing more operator

comfort. The drive for efficiency has been caused by increasing farm

stze. A single operator must till, sov/, and harvest Larger areas to

provide for family needs. These individuals must then spend long periods

of time operating farm machinery regardless of its por¡rer , size, ox

comfort.

The Canada Grains Council (L987) showed that the number of Canadian

farms is dwíndling. In 35 years (1951 to 1986), the number of farms in

Manitoba, for example, decreased from 52 383 to 27 336. Since little

previously arable land is being left untilled and because new land has

been broken, the average síze of the Manitoba farm has increased. The

m:mber of people in the agricultural industry has also decieased. The

ever increasing hungry q¡orld has motivated Canadian farmers to strive for

larger yields. These farmers have turned to increased mechanizatíon to

assist them in attainíng their goal. The increased mechanizaËion has been

realized by improvements in material handling and storage equipment,

tilling and sowing equipment, and harvesting equipment.



One machine that is especially important in the harvesting process

is the swather/windrower. The length of swather units ranges from 3.5 to

22.5 mexres while those in the 5 to 9 metre range are nost coüunon. The

time spent operating these machines may exceed ten hours per day. It is

an exception that machines are designed to provide adequate comfort for

the operator during long periods of operation. The operating

characteristics of such a machine play a large role in determining the

comforc that the operator experiences. A dynaroic analysis'o, an. machine

is requíred to determine the machinets responses under various operating

conditions.

Historically, dynamic analyses have been very complex. To avoid

these complexities, engineers usually designed excessÍ-vely stiff and

massive strtlctures. However, today's manufacturing industries look for

any possible advantage. The lowest possible structural mass is usually

their main goal . \^Iith a relatively low mass, Iess materíal is required.

As well, the cost of transporting cheir product is lower. The design

should ensure that the machinery components cost 1ess, last longer, and

are less expensive co operate. These components must catry greater loads,

run more quietly, and wibrate less.

A vibration problem \,/as identifÍed with the VersatÍle ModeL 4025

swather header when it vras attached to the Versatile ModeL 4750 traction

unit. Operators reported that the vibration experíenced in the cab was

excessive. It made operaLion of the swather for long periods of time

uncomfortable. Mr. Harvey Chorney (pers. com. Sep 1989) stated that the



engineers at VersaLile Farm Equipnent Operations had located the source

of the vibration through a process of elimination. Th.y found that the

knife drive v¡as the source of most vibration felt by the operator.

fn an attempt to help Versatile Farm Equipment Operations improve

its machine, a dynamic analysis of a ModeL 4025 self-propelled svrather

header was completed. The objectives of the dynarnic analysis r¿¡ere:

1. to create a computer model capable of ana1-yzing the effects

of dynamic loading,

2. to perform an experimental modal analysis, the results of

which could be used to verify the eomputer model;

3. to adjust the computer model and achÍeve reasonable

correlation between the analytical data and the experimental

results and, final1y,

4. to use the computer model to evaluate possible modifications

to the structure that may reduce vibraLion and provide

increased operator cornfort.



3. Background

3 . l-. Modal Testlng

To fulfil some of their design requirements, engineers have looked

to a combination of modal testing and modal analysÍs. Along with the

lowest possible mass, other design constraints may be: a) the minimum

value of the fundamental natural frequency b) the upper and lower Iimits

of successive natural frequencies (successive natural frequencies are

separated by a required frequency bandr¿idth) c) the fundamental mode of

vibration corresponding to a pre-selected shape. The ultimate goal of the

three design constraints listed above is to avoid resonance.

Until the early L960' s, modal Lesting was called 'resonance testing'

and the goal was simply to identify the resonant frequeneies. Stroud

(1987) indicated that 'twang' testing hras very popular in this era. In

a tr{ang test, a sLatic load ¡vas applied then very quiekly removed to set

the structure into motion.

Eventually, rotating eccentric mass shakers vrere developed and the

late 1960's saw the introduction of the Fast Fourier Transforrn (FFT) as

a vibration analysis tool. New methods of data aequisition and on-1ine

data analysís were introduced after the advent of the lower-priced

minicomputer in the 1970's. For this reason, the L970' s have often been

referred to as the digital revolution.



The present trend in modal testing involves efficient data

acquisition on minicomputers and then movement of the data to mainframe

computers for extensive data manipulation. Also, modal testing and finite

element modal analysis techniques are being combined and used in modern

Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CA-D/CAII) computer

packages

Obviously, it would be beneficial to design engineers if the dynamic

response of a structure could be predÍcEed. A computer model can be

created that will predict such a response. Hov¡ewer, an experimenual test

is more powerful when the validity of the results are considered.

Regardless of the method used, Ewins (1987) indicated that healthy

scepticism and curiosity in either method is warranted.

Ifhen conductíng a modal test, the structure is often supported as

it is in its service envirorunent. After the specimen has been supported,

a known excitatíon force is applied to the structure at an identífiable

location. The response of the sEructure to this ínput is measured at

various locations on the sËructure. The units of response measurement

may be displacement, velocity, acceleration or strain, for example.

The prime assumption that is associated with a modal analysis is

that the test specimen can be treated as a linear elastic system.

The easiest forrn of analysis to visualize employs an input force

which ís harmonic ín nature (forcing signal is similar to a sínusoidal



waveforn). In Èhis case, only one force frequency is represented. The

steady-state response of Ëhe structure is measured at a number of

locations. The frequency of the forcing function is then increased (or

decreased), and Èhe measurement process is repeated. This conüinues until

the entire frequency range of interest has been tested.

The ratio of the response signal to Èhe inpuE signal for each of the

test frequencies represents Ëhe magnitude of the frequency response

function. The rnagnitude of the frequency response function depends on the

strucËural characteristics and the driving frequency. The frequency

response function is a complex function that can be represented in a

nu¡nber of r.rays, a Bode plot, a Nyquist ploU (in the Argand plane), or Real

and Imaginary versus Frequency plous (these plots will be discussed

later) .

Peters (1983) defined the Frequency Response Function (FRF) as the

ratio of Ëhe Fourier transform of the response signal to Ëhe Fourier

transform of the inpuc signal. This defíniÈion applies regardless of the

lnput signal as long as the input signal is Fourier-transformable and the

structural systen is linear.

Consider an input signal represented by x(t). Newland (1984)

indicaËed that this input's Fourier transform, X(ur), ls calculated as

follows:

3.1



The Fourier transform changes the time-variant expression inÈo a

frequency-dependent function. The Fourier transform shows the amplitude

and phase that ís present at different frequencies. A plot of the Fourier

transform of a signal versus the frequency is known as the signal's

frequency spectrum.

Three modal parameters completely describe a natural mode of

vibration of a linear system. These parameters include the natural

frequency, the damping coefficient and the mode shape. The natural modes

of vibration are inherent to a system and they are completely defíned by

the physical properties of the system. Depending on the desired use of

the modal Lest data, all or only one of the modal parameters may be

required. The frequency response functions between all response nodes and

the forcing location are required in order to define the mode shapes. The

natural frequencies and the damping coefficients are global parameters

and can be determined by analyzing only one frequency response function.

A useful description vtas given by Stevens (1985). He said that all

three modal paraneters can be observed directly. The ringing of a bell

was given as an example. Each tone produced by the bell corresponds to

a natural frequency. Associated with each tone (natural frequency) is a

corresponding mode shape. The duration of the tone is a'neasure of the

modal daurping (a longer duration indicates less danpirg).

Stroud (1987) indicated that modal testing ínvolves four basic

tasks: 1) excite the test specÍ-men 2) measure the excitation force and



the specimen's related responses 3) process the measuremenL" (input and

output) and create an applicable system description 4) anal-yze the system

description and define the specimen's modal parameters.

3.2. ExciËaËion of TesË Speclnen

Stroud (1987) índicated that the excitation of a test specímen can

be divided into two categories: 1) nulti-frequency in which several modes

of vibratÍon are excited simultaneously and 2) single frequency in which

only one mode of vibration is excited at one time. Each of these

different excitation methods will be discussed separately.

3.2.L. Multl-frequency ExcitatLon

Ilhen a linear system is subjected to a steady-state harmonic forcing

signal, the steady-state response of the systexn occurs at the same

frequeney as the forcing signal. It can be expected that a dynarnic input

that eontains a number of different frequencies will cause the structure

to respond at the same frequencies. Therefore, to determine the modal

parameters of a structure within a frequency bandwidth ø1 to a2, the input

signal should contain the frequency bandwidth at least from ø1 xo ø2.

Ewins (1987) stated that a test specimen is affected by all of its

modes of vibration and not just those in the range of interesL. For this

reason, the frequency range of analysis should extend 1.5 to 2.0 times

more than the frequency range of interest. This should be used as a rule-

of-thunb. More definite limits can be established after considering the

t0



particular tesE situation. As well, prelininary tests may be warranted

Ëo indicate the desirable range of excitation.

3 .2.L.1,. Ambient ExciËation

For large awkward test specimens, an ambient excitation is probably

the easiest method of structural excitation. In its service environment,

a structure is subjected to certain dynarnic forces. The res_ponses of the

structure are measured r¿hile the structure is subjected to these forces.

Examples of a¡nbient excitation may be: wind loads , seísmic forces , \,rater

wave forces, and passing traffic loads.

The loads that are listed above are all random in nature. A random

force signal, as opposed to a periodic force signal, has no repetitive

pattern and excites a number of frequencies simultaneously. An ambient

excitation need not be random. For example, a machine may have forces

exerted upon it by a number of rotating unbalanced shafts. Although the

force exerted by one shaft is periodic, not all shafts operate at the same

speed. Therefore a number of different frequencies are excited

s irnul taneous ly .

The rnethod of ambient excitation does have definite advantages.

Fírst, no actuation system i-s required. This is a major saving in capital

equipment costs. Seeondly, the measured responses are the result of the

actual service envírorunent that affects the structure.

11



HoweveE, it is oftren difficulc to determine the magnitude and

location of the applied force; therefore, the direct measuremenL of

frequency response functions is usually not possible. A s e c o n d

disadvantage is that there is little control over the applied force. This

may cause low response levels. Low response Ievels require larger volumes

of data so that electronic noise problerns can be overcome. Ambient

exciËation is probably least desirable but it may be the only alternative

in the case of large stationary structures.

3 .2,L,2 . Inpulse Excf.tation

The iropulse neÈhod of excitaEion provides an input signal Èhat is

Fourier-transfornable, and it produces a valid frequency response

function. Ideally, the supplied impulse load behaves as Dirac's delta

funcEion. The ldeal inpulse load has infinite magnitude and occurs over

a duracfon of zero Èime. The delta function, A*6(t-to), is defined such

that iC is equal to zero everywhere except when iC ls equal to A when t

equals to. The unfts of A are usually Iforce]*[uine]

Cornpleting the Fourier transform of the proposed input can be

achieved by setting the displacement, x(È), equal to the delta function

in the Fourier transform as follor.¡s:

x(r) @ + [- a.ô(f- to).e-it'>t¿¡
tQ g-@

3.2

The constant A can be removed from within the int.egral sign. The

renaining integral is equivalent to L.0. This means thau the Fourier

L2



transform of a constant multiplied by Dirac's delta function is equal to

Ëhat same constant divided by 2n (A/2r).

An ideal impulse force of magnitude A will supply an equal amount

of momentvm, A/2r [mass*velocity], for the frequency interval from ø:0 to

a):@ (a11 frequencies from zero to infinity will be excited by an ideal

impulse). The closest approximation to the ideal Dirac delta function

could be achieved by impacting the structure rviËh a harnmer. Obviously,

a hammer ímpact is not an ideal impulse load. The harnmer impact can not

be infinite in magnitude and it requires a non-zero time duration to

occur.

The use of an instrumented harnmer is the most common form of impulse

force input. The hammer is instrumented to Beasure the applied force and

the duration that the h¡mmer is in contact wíth the structure.

Instrumented hammers vary in size and hardness of the irnpacting tip.

Larger harnmers are able to apply gteaxet forces while softer-faced hammers

are able to stay in contact r^/ith the test specimen longer. A harder-faced

hammer is able to excite higher frequencies and a heavier hammer is able

to apply more energy to the system. Choosing the correct harnmer mass and

face hardness depends on the applicaEion. The optimum situaEion would be

to have all the supplied energy distributed equally over only the

frequency bandv¡ídth of interest.

Speed is the main advantage of

set-up time is required, and after

impulse forcing method. Little

procedure is established, data

the

the

13



acquisition can be completed quickly. During an ímpulse modal test, it

is usually easiest to secure the response measuring device (usually an

accelerometer) to one positÍon then to inpact the specimen at various

other locations. Thís helps to create the speed advantage because the

impact hammer is considerably more mobile than the response measuring

device. One further advantage is that, compared to other methods of

excitation, the impulse technique is relatively inexpensive.

A major disadvantage of irnpulse testing is the elecÈronic noise that

is encountered when measuring the structure's response. An impact

excitation force signal has a very short duration in comparison with the

sampling time window. The electronic noise is present during the entire

sampling period. Therefore, the signal/noise ratio for the force is lor¿.

The noise makes it necessary Lo complete a number of ensemble averages.

These averages take additional time and may have a detrimental effect on

the speed advantage. One further disadvantage is that the results depend

on the skill of the technicían. Using an Ímproper technique while

irnpacting the structure may cause the results to be misleading or invalid.

For example, an incorrect technique may cause the h:mmer to contact the

specimen Lwice and produce incorrect resulÈs.

3.2.L.3. Random ExciÈatLon

Random excitation is the mosE widely used form of excitation.

Random excitation can be achieved by ineorporauing a random signal

generator (a noise generator) and either an electrod¡rnaroic or an

electrohydraulic exciter. The signal generator produces a waveforrn with
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randomly varying frequency and arnplitude. This waveform is used to

"drive" the force applicator. A truly random signal has an equal :mount

of energy in each finite frequency range.

The use of computer-controlled data acquisition systems is important

when an exciter is used. An inline force transducer between the exciter

and the structure is used to measure the input force. The supplied foree

and the acceleration response are sampled digitally. These sampled data

sets are manipulated and processed to provide the frequency response

functions.

The random signal input process makes nonlinear structures seem

linear. This feature of the random signal input technique can be

considered an advantage or a disadvantage. It may be a disadvantage in

the analysis of an actual nonlinear structure. The results of Ëhe Eest

would then be misleading. However, the basic assumption in completing a

modal test is that the structure is linear. The random signal input

process helps to satisfy the linearity assumption.

The random forcing procedure is relatively fast fot a few channels

of response. IU is also representative of the envirorrments that are

frequently encountered in the field. Along v¡ith these advantages, there

are also disadvantages. Fírstly, the random excitation procedure over-

estimates the darnping in nonlinear structtires. Second1y, Ëo achieve

adequate wideband response levels, relatively larger amounts of input

energy are required. AnoEher drawback of the random signal inpuÈ process
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is so-called leakage. Leakage occurs during Fourier analysis of the

signal and is caused by the fact that the forcing and response signals are

not periodic. Certain data processing proeedures can be undertaken to

minimize this error. These procedures will be discussed later in

subsection 3.4.1.

There are a number of different kinds of random signals. A "true

fandom" signal is a contÍnuous non-repeating signal. A "pseudorandom"

signal is a random signal that repeats itself periodically. The "burst

random" signal consists of an interval of a random signal that is

triggered at the same time or shortly after the iniEiation of the data

acquisítion process. The random forcing input is then halted in order

that the structural responses halt before data acquisition is complete.

The "burst random" process minimizes leakage because the signals are

forced to appear "periodíc" within a block of sampled data. The response

is zero at both the beginning and the end of the sanpling period.

3.2.L.4. Fast Sine Sweep or Chlrp

The experimental set-up for a fast sine sweep test is similar to the

random excitation test. A signal generator is used to drive a mechanical

or electrohydraulíc actuator. Hov¡ever, the input signal is different.

The input signal (force versus time) resembles a simple sine wave that

gradually varies in frequency from the lower frequency liroit of interest

to the upper frequency lirnit. At all frequencies, the amplitude of the

input force is maintained at a constant level. The change in frequency
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is gradual, yet the sEructure is not allowed to achieve a steady-state

response,

The swept-sine process is set up so that data acquisition commences

as the excitation begins. Assuming a single data collection period of T

seconds and a driving force frequency varying from o1 to ø2 Hz, the rate

at which the driving foree frequency changes can be expressed as (o2-øl)/T

Hz/s. This means that the frequency bandwÍdth is "srrept" ¡¿ithin one block

of time data.

A clean input spectrum is created and very few ensemble averages are

requíred. This procedure is relatively fast because few ensemble averages

are required, and only the frequency band of interest is being excited.

One further advantage of this type of input is that the effeó.ts of noise

and nonlinearities are reduced. A disadvantage of this method is that it

does not represent a realistic service envirorrment.

3,2.2. Slngle Frequency Excítation

The sine-dwell method refers to a test where the shaker is tuned to

a natural frequency, and held there while force and response data are

measured at all points. The signal generator can be adjusted to produce

a sinusoidal forcing vrave whose frequency is exactly equal to the

structurets natural frequency.

The sine-dwell method procedure is useful if a narror/¡ band of

frequencies are to be anaLyzed. It becomes very inefficient if a broad
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band of frequencies is to be analyzed and only a few channels can be

analyzed at the same time. One furLher disadvantage is the possibility

of structural damage occurring. Prolonged periods of excitatíon at a

resonant frequency may cause structural damage.

The s\,rept sine and sine dwell procedures have tvro further

advantages. First, nonlínear structures can be tested at different

excitation levels. This will reveal the effect of the force level on the

structure's dynamic characteristics. Second, a large structure or a

structure in a noisy envirorrment require a relatively high level of

excitation to achieve a coherent response. Both the swept sine and sine

dwell methods allow all the excitation energy to be concentrated at a

single frequency or over a narrow frequency bandwidth.

3.3. MeasuremenË of Excitatf.on Forces and Structural Responses

Input force measurement is usually achieved by ínstalling a force

transducer inline between the source of the force inpuE and the structure.

In the case of impulse testing, a force transducer is attached to the head

of the impacting harnmer. Similarly, in the case of the electrod¡rnamic or

eleccrohydraulic exciter, a force transducer (load ce11) is mounted

bet'r¡¡een the actuaËor and the structure.

The response of the structure can be measured in a number of ways.

An accelerometer is most comrnonly used. Ideally, a triaxial accelerometer

would be used when the structure's response in three directions ís
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required. With a triaxial accelerometer, Lhe aecelerations in a1l three

orthogonal directions can be measured simultaneously (provided that a

three-channel sígna1 processing unit is available). Other t)rpes of

response measurements may include displacement, velocity, or strain.

The input and response measurements can be acquired and saved as

time histories. These data sets can then be processed at a later date to

create the required spectra. The excitation and response daLa can also

undergo real-time Fourier analysis. In this case, the excitation and

response signals are Fourier-transformed as they are collected.

3,4, Measured Slgnal Processing

Raw input and response signals are analog. The computer-controlled

data aequisitíon system monitors these analog signals and samples a single

data point at evenly spaced tíme intervals. The sampled data are

converted from analog to digital form and then they are storåd in a data

buffer.

Data buffers are sítuated between the transducers and Ëhe computer.

They may be capable of holding more than 1024 data points. If a buffer

is capable of holding n data points and the time between successive data

sample points ís t seconds, a buffer is filled every (n-1)*t seconds.

These buffers are íntermediate storage locations for data. After a buffer

is filled, the data in that buffer are processed, then .stored in memory,

and finally erased before another set of data ís collected.
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The process of digital sampling can be plagued by two problems:

1) aliasing is caused by the finite sarnpling interval, and

2) leakage is caused by the finite length of the observation window

(finite number of data points in the buffer)

SetLing the rate at which data are sampled is a very important

decision. If the sampling period (cine between samples) is represented

as Ât, the sampling frequency is L/Lx. In order not to lose any required

information, the sampling frequency should be chosen correctly. Van

Brussel (1983) quotes Shannon's Theorem to solve such a problem.

Shannon's Theorem states thaE, if the maxÍmum frequency to be detected in

a signal is Fr"* (the Nyquist frequency), the sarnpling frequency should be

at least 2*Fro.

If the sarapling frequency is too low to identify all frequencies

that are present in the analog signal, the energy present at frequencies

above the Nyquist frequency will be represented as frequencies below the

Nyquist frequency. This causes an error known as aliasing. These false

energy levels at frequencies belov¡ the Nyquist frequency can be removed

from the digitized signal by installing an anti-aliasing filter between

the analog source and the analog-to-dígital converter. The anti-aliasing

filter sÍurp1y removes the signals that have frequencies above the Nyquist

frequency.

The transfer of energy from one frequency to its adjacent spectral

Iines is known as leakage (energy 'leaks' from one fre-quency into
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another). Leakage is caused by one of the assumptions related to digital

analysis of a signal. The digital Fourier transform algorithms assume

that the sampled data are periodic and that the period of these data is

equal to the length of the buffer window. This means that the difference

in magnitude between the value of the buffer's first daLa point and its

last data point should be zero. Especially in the case of a random

signal, this assumption is very difficult to saËisfy unless the sampled

buffer is factored by a weighting functíon.

3.4.L. Windowing

The multiplication of the sample buffer by a weighting function is

a process known as windowing. Less importance is placed on the data at

the beginning and Ëhe end of the data buffer while the weighting value at

the middle of Ehe data buffer is 1.0. Since the weighting factors

progress fro¡n 0.0 to 1.0 then back to 0.0, the windorved da.ta have less

energy than the original daÈa buffer.

De SíIva (1986) explains the use of a scaling factor. The windowed

data are nultiplied by a scaling factor greater than 1.0 to account for

the energy that was previously lost in the windowing process. There are

a nt¡mber of different types of windows that can be used. De Silva (1986)

listed some conmon windows, shown in Table 3.1. In this Ëable, the

variable "T" represents the time period of the buffer.
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Table 3.1: Common r,¡indows and thelr scaling factors.

llindow

rectangular

flat- top
cos ine

Bartlett
(triangular)

Hanning

Descríbine Equation

o(t):1.00 for t:0 to T
<,r(t)-0 elsewhere

or( t)-0. 50 ( 1-cos (10n*t/T) )
for t:0 xo T/I0 and x:9T/10 to T
t¿(t):l.00 for x:T/Lo to 9T/IO
c¿(t):0 elsewhere

@(x):zt/T for r:0 to T/2
o(t):-2x/T for E:T/2 xo T
c¿(t):0 elsewhere

o( t):0. B0+0. 46*(cos (2nxx/T)
for t:0 to T
co(t):0 elsev¡here

or( t):0 . 50* ( 1- cos ( 2n:ttlT) )
for t:0 to T
o(t):0 elsewhere

ø( r) :1 - 6* (2x/r -1 ) 
2+6* lztlt -tl1

for x:T/4 to 3T/4
ø (t) :2. 00* ( 1 - lzt ¡'r - tl ¡3
for t:0 to T/4 and E:3T/4 to T
ø(t):0.0 elsewhere

Scaling
Factor

1.00

L.0l

L.73

1.63

1. s9

Hanning
( cos ine )

Patzen 2.ro

Each windov¡ type described in Table 3.1 should be used to process specific

t¡rpes of data. De Silva (1986) also listed the signal type upon which

each window works best. The appropriate uses are listed in Table 3.2.
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TabLe 3,2: Guidelines

Slgnal Type

periodie with period:T
rapid transients

periodic r,ríth period:T
quas i -periodic
slow transients

beat-like signals with

narrow-band random
lightly darnped systems

broad-band random

heavily daurped systems

for approprfate wfndow

period - T

selection.

ItILndow

rectangular

flat-top cosine

Bartlett
( criangular)

Hanning
( cos ine )

Patzen

Hanning

3.4.2. Frequency Resporise Function Calculatlon

After the data have been windowed, they roust be processed by a

digital Fourier transform algorithm. The result of such a transformation

is the frequency spectrurn of the digítally sampled signal. After both the

forcing signal and the response signal have been Fourier-transformed, the

frequency response function can be calculated. Exaetly as the definition

states, the frequency response function can be calculated by dividing the

Fouríer-transformed response signal by the Fourier-transformed inpuË

signal. However, Halvorsen and Brown (1977) stated that it is beneficial

if the frequency response function is calculated by dividing the cross

spectruu between Èhe input and output signals by the power spectrum of

the input
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The cross spectrum between a signal x(t) and a signal y(t) is

calculated by multiplying the Fourier transform of x(t) with the complex

conjugate transform of y(t). Similarly, the po\¡rer spectrum of a signal

x(t) can be calculated by multiplying the Fourier transform of x(t) by irs

own complex conjugate pair.

Halvorsen and Brown (I977 ) indicated that using cross spectra and

po\ÁIer spectra help to alleviate some of the noise problems that rnay be

encountered. AIso, if the frequency response function is calculated by

using cross spectra and power spectra, the calculation of the coherence

function is simplified.

The coherence coeffÍcient is a real number whlch indicates the

amount of response that is "coherent" with or caused by the measured input

and is a functíon of frequency. This coefficient is usually represented

as 7-21f¡. It is calculated by dividing the square of the cross spectral

density magnitude by the product of the tr,ro po!¡er spectra.

rhar is , -t*yz(f) : JS*fÐJj Oat-'a1
S"(f) * Sy(f)

where: S*"(f):cross spectrum of signals x and y
S*(f):power spectrum of x
S"(f):lower spectrum of signal y

The coherence coefficient may vary between 0.0 and 1.0. A coherence

of zeto indicates Ëhat the input and response signals are completely

uncorrelated. Halvorsen and Brown (I977) stated that a coherence

âa
J.J
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coefficient less than unity is mostly caused by the presence of electronic

noise and nonlinearíty in the structure. Since electroníc noise is

random, the coherence usually improves as the number of data sampling

averages increases. An aeceptable range for the coherence coefficienË is

usually 0.9 to 1.0.

3.4.3. Frequency Response Function Display

The frequency response function is complex (has magnitude and

phase). As mentioned earlier, Èhere are a mrmber of !¡ays that the

frequency response function can be displayed. In each type of graphical

representation, the presence of a natural frequency is detected in

different ways.

The most corutron form of representation is the Bode plot. Both the

magnitude and the phase of the frequency response function are plotted

versus the log of the frequency. In such a plot, resonant frequencies

appear as peaks in the rnagnitude versus frequency curve. At the same

time, the phase shifts 180 degrees. An indication of the âmount of

darnping present in the structure can also be obtained from the ploc. The

frequency bandwidth that is traversed from the beginning of the phase

shift to the end indicates the level of darnping. LÏider bandwidths

indicate a relatively higher level of damping.

Another nethod used to graphically represerit a frequency response

function is the Nyquist plot. The imaginary portion of the complex

frequency resporise function is plotted versus the real portion of the same
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function. In the case of a structure wiËh little damping and r,¡ell

separated natural frequencies, a resonant frequency appears nearly as a

circular arc. Thís type of plot is often used when completing a curve-

fitting analysis of a set of frequency response data.

A third method of displaying the frequency t""no1"..._ dara is by

plotting both the real and imaginary portions of the frequency response

function versus frequency. The resonant frequencies appear as peaks in

the inaginary plot while che real portion passes through zero (switches

from a positive value to a negative value).

3 .4 .4. Mode Shape Calculatf-on

Consider a structure that can be represented by N different points

in space. To complete an experimental modal analysis of this structure,

the input excitation could be applied to any one of the points that define

the structure. In order to define the natural mode shapes, the response

measurements must be performed at all N points, including the point of

force application. In this way, a single row of the complex frequency

resportse matrix is measured (rows indicate excitation points while coltrmns

indicate points of measuremenÈ). In the case of a stationary

aceelerometer and an impactr hammer that supplies an input force at

different locations, a single column of the complex frequency response

matrix is measured. Because the matrix is s)rmmetric, either a single

column or a single ro\¡r contains all the modal information for the

structure.
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A complete transfer function matrix then consists of N*N entries and

it can relate forces that may be applied at any or all of the points to

displacements at those same points. This set of transfer functions can

be represented in the followíng matrix notation.

)*[Htr(c.r)l :{Xtlr¡¡

where:

Xi(r)

In order to extract the modal parameters (natural frequencies,

damping coefficients, and mode shapes) a curve-fitting process must be

completed. Stroud (1987) described t\{o corunon types of curve-fitting

algorithrns. These two algorithms are the complex exponential algorithm

(CEA) and the polyreference technique.

The complex exponential algorithm is based on the theory that a

frequency response function can be expressed as a pol¡rnomial of complex

exponentials. The constant coefficients of the polynoníal are determined

by evaluating the equaÈion equal to a measured frequengy response

function. The roots of this equation are complex values and identify the

natural frequencies and relative damping for each mode of vibration. The

amplitude at each natural frequency gives a relative mode shape

coefficient. The amplitude is calculated by evaluating the. square root

of the suromed real and inaginary squares.

(F, (r,r)

F. (o) :

Hr¡ (r) :

3.4

force applied at jth point
wherej:ltoN

transfer function of a response measured aÈ the
ith poinÈ while the force was supplied at the j th
point in which
í:ltoNandj:1toN
response of structure measured at point i. i :
1 ro N.
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The damping coefficients and natural frequencies are global values,

(for a given mode of vibration, they are the s¡me aL all points on the

structure). Therefore, only one frequency response function tuust be

analyzeð to determine them. However, for every point on the structure at

which a mode shape coefficient is required, a separate frequency response

function must be measured.

Consider a structure that was characxerízed by excicing it at or.e

IocaLion and completing 50 response measurements. If three natural

frequencies vrere detected during the experimenÈ, 150 different mode shape

coefficients, that is 3*50, v¡ould result. The coefficients aL each

particular natural frequency establish the associaÈed mode shape of the

structure. Often these mode shapes are normaLízed with respect to the

Iargest coefficíent. A graphic display of a mode shape indicates only

relative motion among the members of the structure. Therefore, the actual

amplitude of displacement is not known.

The polyreference technique uses the same approach as the complex

exponential algorithn. The polyreference technique is more powerful

because Ít can anaLyze test data that were created using more than one

excitation source. It is also faster because all frequency response

measurements are considered simultaneously. In the case of only one

excitation source, the analysis reduces to the complex exponential

algoriÈhm. The difference occurs when the global values, natural

frequencíes and damping coefficíents, are determined. Each global value
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is determined by using a least squares approxímation of all frequency

response functions.

The basic requirement of mode shape calculation is that the

frequency response function can be characterizedby a polynomial equation.

Ewins (1987) warned that a "best-fit" curve does not guarantee a good fit

and a good fit does not promise valid modal parâmeters. .Problems arise

when a nonlinear structure is characterized as being linear. In such a

case, certain fictitious modes of vibratí-on are created to achiewe a "good

fit". These modes have no physical meaning and only improve the cosmetics

of the fitted curve. An analytical modal analysis will predict a

structure's naLural frequencies within a certain bandwidth. Therefore,

a preliminary analytical modal analysis is useful when differentiating

between the true and fictitious modes that are determined during an

experimental roodal tesC.

3.5. Ilodal Analysis

Normally, structures are continuous. A continuous system has an

infinite number of degrees of freedom. Any analytical model must have a

finite number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, a model that has a finite

number of degrees of freedon will be only an approximatíon of the actual

systen. A system wíth N degrees of freedom can hawe N possible vibration

modes. The approximation improves if the number of degrees of freedom in

the model is large relative to the order of the highest mode being

anaLyzeð. The trade-off occurs 'ç{hen Líme and analysis capabilities are
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considered. The required precision of the rnodel will dictate the number

of degrees of freedom thaE are required.

A modal analysis using the finite element rnethod - þvolves the

solution of a set of second-order differential equatí-ons. The set of

second-order differenÈial equations is derived by dividing the structure

into a finite number of discrete elements. The equation of motion for

each of these discrete elemenLs is included in a set that describes the

total structure. Expressed in matrix form, Ëhe set of N equations of.

uotion can be described as belov¡:

li',{¡lx! * [c] {*} * [k] {x} - {/(f)} 3.5

where: tMl - discrete mass maÈrix (N*N)
(x) - displacement of mass element (N*1)
tCl : maËrix of damping coefficients (N*N)
tKl - stiffness matrix (N*N)
(f(t)) * force Eatrix (N*1)

Initially, the maÈrix equations are solved for free vibraËions assuming

thaE no darnping is present. Therefore, the danping and forcing uatriees

are equated to zero and the set of equations simplifies Eo:

ltufl{x} * [k]{x} - 0 3.6

For harnonic motions we assune that

x( Ð *g -i.'t
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Differentiating x(t) twice, the acceleration can be expressed as

x(Ð

By substituting equation 3.7

expressed as

3.8

inLo equation 3.8, the acceleration can be

X(ô @ - coz.x(f)
3.9

where o - the square root of the natural frequency

Substituting this into equation 3.6 leaves

( tkl ,zlfur1) {x} * 0 3.10

The non-trivial solutions of the seu of equatfons ln 3.10 are determined

by equating the determinant of (tK]-k2tMl) to zeyo. These solutions, the

eigenvalues of the set of equations, identify the natural frequencies of

Èhe systern.

After the natural frequencies have been found, they can then be

inserted individually back lnto the equaÈions of motion to dóternine the

mode shapes. The uode shapes are evaluated by inserÈing the natural

frequeney as the value for ,¿2 in equation 3.10. lhe column vector (x), the

eigenvecËor, then identifies the mode shape associated t¡ith Èhat

particular natural frequency. The mode shapes are in fact eigenvectors

and, therefore, they have no absolute magnitude.
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Many computer routines exis! that can complete an'e1þenvalue and

eigenvector analysís. However, the most importanc part of an analytical

modal analysis is the structural definition. The computer routine is only

as accurate as the model that was creaced, and Schmidtberg and Pal (f986)

confirmed that the model's accuracy is often a functíon of the analyst's

abilities. The solutions of an analytical modal analysis should be

considered only approximate because the rnodel can never be exactly the

same as the actual systern. The system parameters at the first (lowest)

natural frequency are always most accurate.

There are two reasons that indicate why a model can never be exactly

correct. Firstly, as described earlier, a continuous system is being

approximated by a siroplified version. Secondly, the assumption of no

damping is often not satisfied. Damping is present in all designs.

However, its impact is not known. Therefore, dannping ís assumed to be

negligible when completíng a modal analysis.

It is reasonable to neglect damping from a finite element model.

For most structural nodels, the undamped natural frequencies and mode

shapes are very similar Lo the natural frequencies and mode shapes that

are obtaíned from a model that includes damping.

The computer system that is used to complete a modal _analysis of a

structure created with beam-type elements requires certain information.

This includes spatial coordínates, cross-sectional properties (area and
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moments of inertia), and material properties (density, Poisson's raLio,

shear modulus) for each structural member.

The computer system can automatically dívide the structural elements

into finite elements for the analysis. The information about these

elements can then be used to create the mass and stiffness matrices as

required.

There are a nr.rmber of advantages that are associated with a modal

analysís. First, Prats (1986) indicated that a number of hardware desÍgn

iterations could be avoided if a d¡rnarnic model was created and studied.

The development of smaller less expensive computers has increased the

ntrmber of industries that use finite element design procedures. Finite

elemenL analysis paekages are usually capable of analyzing statíc and

d¡rnamic loading of three-dimensional structures. Various elemenÈ shapes

have allowed users i,rith little experience to create sirnple yet effective

structural models. Often an accuraLe dynamic model of a strucLure

indicates the locations of stress concentrations and can help to create

an effectíve solution.

Blakely et al. (1986) stated another beneficial use for a fínite

element structural analysis. Completed prior to experimental analysis,

a finite element modal analysis provides plenty of useful information.

First, the optímurn locations of excitation and response rneasurement can

be determined by studying the predicted mode shapes
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Excitation should not be supplied at a point on the structure which

is static during a naÈural mode of vibration. If such a point is driven,

the characteristics of the structure are altered and the experimental

results are incorrect. The optimum excitation location has a reasonably

large relative displacement in the same direct,ion ín all natural modes of

vibration. If an optiroal excitation location is found, the excitation

equipment need not be moved from one point to another when a different

mode is to be excited.

The locations of response measurement should be chosen such that

large response amplitudes are measured. This will achieve a large signal-

to-noise ratio and help to overcome some of the difficulties created by

electronic noise. The ultimate goal of a finite element pre-test is to

predict the structural characteristics accurately and to avoid unwanted

surprises during the experimental stage.

A finite element modal analysis has other definite advantages.

There are a large number of fínite element packages that aid in the

creatíon of structural models. Less expensive yet more powerful computers

al1ow harmonic, transient, random and temperature loading. I,Iíth such

capabilities, various loading configurations can be simulated and the

model limiLations depend only on the analyst's creativity.

A number of disadvantages are also

element modal analysis procedure. First, the

analyses is thaË the structure ís linear.
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system may invalidate results. Rieger (1-986) listed three sources of

structural nonlinearities. Nonlinearities may result from the presence

of nonlinear materials. These may include composice structures,

viscoelastic and elastic plastic materials. Large deflections of elements

may result in plastic deformations. Obviously, plastic deformations

destroy the initíal assumption of linearity. Finally, Rieger (1996)

indicated that nonlinearities can be introduced by the boundary

conditions.

Halvorsen and Brown (1977) listed a number of other sources of

nonlinearíty. Nonlinearities are often caused by clearances between

parts. Prime examples of such cases are represented in gear systems and

bearing-mounted shafts. Nonlinearity can also be introduced as a resulc

of certain types of damping. This damping is associated with joints r^rhose

connected members undergo relative motion. Finally, members whose

stiffness varies with the applíed load are highty nonlinear.

Nonlinearities complicate the analysis and tend to cause discrepancies

between the experimental and analytical values. Hov¡ever, the analyst must

be an¿are of the sources of nonlinearity and make appropriate adjustments

to minimize theLr effects.

The best way to deal with nonlinearities caused by clearances

between struetural members is to apply a preload thac will Lake up the

clearances. The preload must be selected carefully so that ít does not

change the boundary conditions. OfËen, the preload is applied through a

very flexible spring.
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3,6, MathemaÈical DaËa versus ExperimenËal Data

Although mathematical models can predict many design values, the

accuracy of such a prediction should always be questioned until the model

has been verified by experimental results. The use of natural frequencies

and associated mode shapes is most coürmon when comparing analytical and

experimental results. Other comparisons may include measured and

predícted responses of the structure under loading conditions that the

structure experiences in its service envirorutrent.

In a comparison of the predicted and measured-forced responses, a

force must be simulated in the analytical model. The acce'l-ération at a

particular point on the sËructure can Ehen be predicted and compared to

the response that was determined experimentally. Again, assuming that the

system is linear, the magnitude of the simulated load is not important

because the response magnitude is dírectly proportional to the force's

magnitude.

While comparing Ëhe two sets of data, iü is assumed that the

experimental results are correct and the analytical model must then be

adjusted to more closely simulate the actual structure. Stroud (1987)

stated that model refineroent is often based on a trial-and-error approach

and is often laborious and time-consuming. On the other hand, Ewins

(1984) stated that the source of model error can sometimes be determined

by a siurple comparison of the natural frequencies and mode shapes.
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After the computer model has been verified, it can then be used to

ewaluate design modifications. Design modifications can be attempted to

reduce unwanted vibration or noise that is felc by an operator, for

example. The structure can be modified to change the natural frequencies

of the structure. The goal of such an exercise is to fix the structure's

natural frequencies at values different than the forcing frequencies in

the structure's operating environment. Thus, resonance is avoided.

Another \À7ay to avoid resonance is to change the driving frequencies

that are experíenced in the structure's service envirorunent. This is a

viable solution in the case of relatively simple machines r.ríth few dynamic

inputs. Although this exercise is simpler and more economically

attractive compared to structural rnodifications, it does have

disadvantages. In a more complex machine, changing the speed to limit the

effect of one dynamic load rnay cause another dynamic inptlt. to enter a

resonanL zone.

There are a number of different methods that can be exercísed to

decrease unwanted vibration or noise:

1)

2)

3)

renove or reduce excitation levels (e.g. balancing)

change frequency of excitation (e.g. speed of operation)

stiffen the structure or add mass to move the structure's natural

frequency away from the excitation frequency

isolate the source of vibration from the receiver

increase damping.

4)

5)
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3.7 . Effects of trütrole-body Vtbration

Iíhen a human body experiences vibration, it is displaced from its

oríginal stationary position. Therefore, displacement is one quantitative

parameter v¡hich can be used to describe vibration. Two other quantitative

parameters that can be used are velocity and acceleration. Velocity is

the first derivative (with respect to tirne) of displacement and

acceleration is the second derivative (with respect to tine) of

displacement. The time history of a displacement record has the same

shape and period as a time history for either velocity or acceleration.

The difference occurs in the phase shift. A velociüy history leads the

displacernent history by 90 degrees and an acceleration history lags (or

leads) the displacement signal by 180 degrees.

VÍ-bration, as it affects the human body, can be divided ínto t\{o

eategories: whole-body vibration and segmental vibration. Segmental

vibration involves the effeet of vibration on parts of the human anatomy.

For example, segmental vibration work may consider the effects of

vibration on an individual's hands and fingers. In the forestry industry,

researchers continue Ëo search for a chain sav¡ that transmits less

vibration to the operator's hands.

The effects of v¡hole-body vibration are felt rnost by operators of

large machines. These individuals include truck drivers,".hearry duty

construction workers, and farmers. In all the cases listed above, the

individual is seated for long periods of time (12-20 h/day). However,
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whole-body vibration can also affect individuals who must stand on a

vibrating surface.

Sanders and McCormick (L987) described different physiologícal

effecEs due to vibration. According to them there are tvro categoríes of

effects: the effects of short-term vibration and the effects of prolonged

periods of vibration.

Short periods of vibration cause a slight degree of hyp_erventilation

and an increased heart rate in the early stages of vibration. There are

no sígnificant changes in the chemícal composition of any body fluids or

body matter.

Prolonged periods of vibration cause above normal occurrences of

spinal disorders, hemorrhoíds, hernias, and digestive and urinary

problems. Because the preponderance of the research information \rras

collected from truck drivers and equiprnent operators, McCormick and

Sanders (L987) found it difficult to separate the effects of vibration

from the effects of sitting for long periods of tÍme. However, they

stated with certainty that vÍbration causes muscle tension. A person

subjeeted to víbration straÍns muscles in an attempt to dampen the

vibration and, thus, causes muscle tension and fatigue.

Vibration affects the hurnan body in different ways depending on the

direction of application, the vibration aurplitude and the vibrating

frequency. I^Iasserman (1987) stated that a human body (like any other
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structure) ís most susceptible to il1-effects of vibration if the

frequency of vibration is equal to or nearly equal to a resonant

frequency.

Different parEs of a human body have different natural frequencies.

For exrmple, i^Iasserman (1987) stated that the vertical resonant frequency

of the human upper body occurs in the 4-8 Hz range. Resonance in the

horizontal and lateral directions occurs in the L-2 Hz range. The

described ranges of resonant frequeneies are relatively wide to

accouunodate different individual builds. Some people may bg-strim and have

very lictle muscle development while others may be very muscular and

stouf.

Other individual body parts have unique resonant frequencies. This

indicates that different body parts do not vibrate in unison. A human's

head and shoulders have a resonant frequency in the 20 to 30 Hz range

while the eyeballs resonaÈe in the range of 60 to 80 Hz.

The resonant frequencies of a human body vary over such a wíde

frequency band (from L Hz to 80 Hz), and it is very difficult for

individuals to avoid exposure to a resonant frequency. The auxiliary

approach to safety is to limit the exposure time. The International

Standards Organízaxion (L978) has produced a standard that outlines the

procedures that should be followed r,¡hen measuring the levels of vibration

to which a human is subjected. In this publication (IS0 263L, Guide for

The Evaluation of Human Exposure to i.{hole Body Vibration) , the Èime
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pertnitted to avoid reduced comfort, fatigue, and health endangerment is

shown graphically as a function of frequency.

The Guíde for The Evaluation of Human Exposure to i"Ihole Body

Vibration, ISO 263I (1978), provides exposure times that cause first

reduced comfort, second, decreased proficiency eaused by fatigue and,

finally, health endangerment. These three ranges can be shorvn graphically

by three different families of curves that are plotted on the same

cartesian plane. Each curve in the farnily establishes a maximum

permissible exposure time, usually expressed in hours. The -vêrtical axis

of the graph contains the RMS acceleration while the horizontal axis lists

the frequencíes.

The ISO Standards for human vibration EeasuremenL specify that

acceleration be measured. A number of other quantities can be used to

describe the same vibration history. The peak value is the maximum

instantaneous acceleration measured. It can be used to indicate the

magnicude of short duration shocks. The RMS acceleratíon of a signal is

a constant acceleration level that would províde the s¡me amount of energy

as the original acceleration signal. The crest factor relates the two

previously described parameters. The crest factor is the ratio between

the peak walue and the RMS value. A highly irnpulsive signal creates a

relatively large crest factor. Impulsive vibrations are considered to be

more dangerous than the non-impulsive therefore. Therefore, the crest

factor is a good indicator of the harmful content of a vibration signal.
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The R},IS acceleraËion of each family of curves (the y-axis variable)

is related by standard ratios. The RMS acceleration for the family of

curves that describes decreased proficiency due to fatigue can be

multiplied by two to produce Ehe health exposure limits. Similarly, the

reduced comfort curves can be produced by díviding the fatigue-decreased

proficiency curves by 3.15. The three families are related. Therefore,

only the fatigue-decreased proficiency curves are plotted. As shown in

Figure 3.1, the curves resemble troughs. They have a negative slope in

the low frequency range (0 to 4 Hz), then a flat region in the vicinity

of 5 Hz, followed by a positive slope in the frequency range beyond I Hz.

A work practice guide (supplernenE to ISO 2631) provides hints that

may decrease the effects of vibration on human v¡orkers. First, a worker

should stay in a vibrating envírorment only long enough to complete the

task required. Ifherever possible, maehine controls should be located the

furthest possible distance from the source of vibration. This will help

controllers to avoid exposure to vibraüion. The most effective exercise

to protect equipment operators is to mechanieally isolate the operator's

housing. Also, preventive maintenance should be established to maintain

or decrease the level of wibraÈion that is created.
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Figure 3.1: VibraËion limits to avoid fatigue-decreased proficiency.
(vibration felt in the 'footr-to-head' direction)

The study of subjective responses to vibrat.ion is extremely

difficult. An individual's comfort is a non-quantitatlve variable and the

diffieulty arises when one individual is conpared Ëo or grouped with

another. Sanders and McCorrnick (L987 ) stated that data differ from one

study to another because differenË neÈhodologies, populaÈions and

vibraËion environments are used. The lack of consisÈent data has created

hardships for the ISO.

The publications that were produced regarding the effect of

vibration on humans have been criticized. Sanders and McCornick (1987)

indÍcated some areas of criticism that the ISO has received. IÈ is
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chought that the time limits for shorE Eime exposure in. tþe decreased

comfort and decreased proficiency ranges may be excessively high. Another

criticism is that the limits do not account for population variability.

Also, there is no indicated difference between men and r¡romen, for example.

Other observers state that the effect of vibratíon on workers is

oversimplified because all three families of curves have the same shape.

Finally, the basic criticism is that there is very little information that

supports che IS0's limits.
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3.8. Sunmary

The Iiterature eited in this review indicates that the dlmamic

analysis stage of machine design is indeed a complex matter. Complex or

otherwise, a dynamic analysís is helpful to provide necessáry-information

for design engineers.

The results obtained from a modal analysis should always be

questioned. The validity of a computer model can only be proven by

experimental results. Often computer models that predict dlmamic

responses can be validated by performing experimental modal analyses.

Natural frequencies, mode shapes, and predicted responses are most often

used to compare the analytical and experimental results. If díscrepancies

occur, the computer model must be adjusted to produce results that more

closely resemble the experímental values.

In this age of digital technology, the computer has become an

important design tool. The abiliLy to prediet hov¡ a structure will behave

in its operating environment before production of the structure begins

provides a great advantage for the design engineer. Design iterations

performed on a computer save time and money and eventually allow the

production of a better product.

Specific guidelines have been established that outline the safe

wibratíon levels to which a human being should be exposed. Machinery

designers and manufacturers must be a\,¡are of the time that is spent
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operating such machines and the vibration levels that operators must

endure. Decreasing the vibration felt by the operator would provide

increased comfort and safety.
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4. Analytlcal Program

4.L fntroducËion

A commercially available computer package was used to create and

ana1-yze a finiue element model of the swather frame. Version 4.0 of the

Integrated Design Engineering Analysis Softv¡are (I-DEAS) was used to

predict the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the swaLher. A number

of different sub-programs vras used co prepare the model, analyze it, and

process the results. The entire softv¡are package \¡las created by the

Structural Dlmamics Research Corporation (SDRC) of CincinaËti.,. Ohio. This

progrâm I^ras executed on the computer system at the Industrial Technology

Centre, a division of the Manítoba Research Council.

Model creation was simple and easy to accomplish. First, a 'stick

model' as shown in Figure 4.L was sketched that outlined all major

structural members of the swather header. After a suitable replica had

been drawn, the coordinate origin was chosen. The location of the origin

was arbitrary, although it may have been beneficial to locate the origin

so thaL the entire model was in the first quadrant. If the model is in

the first quadrant, all nodes have entirely positive coordinates. In this

study, the origin was situated half way between each end of the swather

at the bottom rear of the header. Frorn the position of the operator, the

positive X axis extended fron righr to left, the positive Y axis pointed

vertically upward and the positive Z axís stretched horizontally forward.
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To keep the directions consisEent, the

seen from the operator's seat.

Headbeam

Tractor

swather will be described as iË is

Reel
Support
Àrm

Vertical
Post

Cutterbar

Connection:
Points I

I
F

Directloo of

%¡"""t

/ \-/
1- Duckjoot

Figure 4.1: PrelLminary sketch of Ëest specimen.

The ends of differenË structural be¡ms were defined Èhrough Ehe use

of nodes. Nodes were located to idenuify abrupt changes in ber- cross-

sections, the intersections of two or more ben-s, or points that are to

be restrained to ground.

During the member's creation, I-DEAS required input for the physical

and maËerial properties of each member. The physical properties and

material properties for each member were kept separate by entering them

into Ëwo different tables. The physical properties table conËained the

cross-sectional area, principal moments of inertia, shear area ratio,
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torsional constant, warping conscant, degrees of fixity, and eccentricity.

These values were not required for rigid beam elements.

The matería1 propercy tables required different input values

depending on the analysis thaL was to be completed. A modal analysis

required that Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and the density be supplied

for each benm.

The modal parameters are independent of the load that is applied to

the structure. Therefore, no external load must be applied. An external

Ioad must be applied only in the calculation of displacements or stresses.

4.2. Model DevelopmenË

The sv¡ather header was geonetrically synnmetric. Howewer, the mass

distribution was not. Therefore, the entÍre structure was analyzed co

simulate its mass eccentricity. I-DEAS possesses an efficient refleetion

opÈion. This allo\,rs a structure to be reflected about any desired plane.

This optíon r¡ras used in the creation of the swather header model. One-

half of the strueture to the left of the origin was completely modelled

then it was reflect,ed about the Y-Z plane at X equal to zero.

4.2.L. Rigid Beam Elements

A modelling problem arose when the inEersections of various

structural members r¡/ere considered. The beams were being modelled as

simple lines thaË 'were located aÈ the beams' centroidal axes. This
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created difficuluies when the centroidal axes of connecËed beams did not

intersects at beam juncEions. The SDRC (1980) indicated thatr an

appropriate method of simulating such connections was to use rigid bean

elements to connect the non-intersecting beams. Consider an end vier,¡ of

the sr+ather header as shown in Figure 4.2.

@

Headbeam
Vertical Post 

-,- -îîÏir; 
---------

,/ / l-enlrni¿a1 ---"-'--,/ / Centroidal 
-

I

I

I

-l
I

I

I

I

@

}à'-á.9ù

Flgure 4.2: Cross-sectlon of swather header.

The centroidal axes of the vertical posus were perfectly vertical.

The centroidal axis of the headbeâm extended paralle1 to the X axis above

and ahead of the vertical posËs. The centroidal axes of Ëhe vertical

posts and headbe¡m do not intersect. Sinilarly, aÈ the front end of the

duckfeec, the cutÈerbar is above and ahead of the end of the duckfeeÈ.

Because the duckfeet were tapered, their centroidal axes were at an

upward slope relative to the horizontal as they extend from Ehe vertical

posLs to the cuEterbar. Rather than extending the duckfeet downward and
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rean¡rard, a rnore realistic conrrection \das a horizontal link connecting the

duckfeet to the bottoms of the vertical posts.

As shown in Figure 4.3, rigíd beam elements were located between the

tops of the vertical posts and the headbenm. They were also situated

between the rear ends of the tapered duckfeet and the boÈEoms of the

vertical posts. Final1y, rigid berm elements !¡ere used to connect the

front ends of the duckfeet to the cutterbar.

Figure 4.3: Rtgld llnk locations.

4.2.2. Nodes

After the location of the origin lras chosen, the nodes with a

positive X coordinaÈe were identified. All three orËhogonal coordinates

were determined for these nodes. The location of the nodes \üere

determined through the use of production drawings supplied by Versatile

Rigid Links
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Farrn Equipmenu Operations. The coordinates were calculated to the nearest

millimetre, then manually entered into the conputer using the "Model

Preparation" sub-program of I-DEAS. As they lJere entered into the

compuuer, they were successively numbered fron I to 26. Figure 4.4

displays the locations of Èhe firsu one-half of the nodes that were

entered.
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Flgure 4.4: Locations for one-half of the nodes used fn the model.

4.2.3. Beams

After one-half of the nodes

computer, berrn eleuents were used

\4¡ere identified and entered into the

Eo join the nodes and create one-half
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of the structural elements. As the beams !¡ere entered, they qrere

successively nurnbered from L to 27. SDRC (l-980) had specific names for

beams of various shapes. A 'straight' beem element had a constant cross-

section from one end to the other. The cross-section of a'tapered'beam

element changed linearly from one end of the be¡m to the other. A1l beam

elements had 12 degrees of freedom. Each end was allowed to rnove in all

Ëhree linear directions and rotate about all three axes.

Although the structure consisted of straight and tapered berms, all

beams were initially assuued to be the s:me type. The physical properÈy

tables l¡ere filled with defaulc values that were adjusted after all bearns

were creaEed. The locations of one-half of the be¡ms are shown in Figure

1o

R1

I

k,
Figure 4.5: One-half of the beams used in the nodel.
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Four different types of straight beams were defined. The headbeam

incLuded sections 13 to 16 and extended from node 1 to node 5. The

cutterbar was also a straight beam made of beam sections 9 to L2. One-

half of the cutterbar extended from node 20 to 26.

Another set of straight beams described the vertical posts. There

were three posts that were located below the headbe¡m. The vertical post

closest to the origin was made of two sections to accommodate the upper

connection point. These two sections were numbered 5 and 6. The vertícal

post closest to the origin vras located betv¡een nodes 11 and 6 with node

9 located between node 11 and node 6, 20 nillinetres down from the top of

the post. The other two vertical posts were located between nodes 7 and

L2, and finally 8 and 13. The last two sectíons were numbered 7 and 8,

respectively.

arm,

number

final straight beam that was defined simulated the reel support

extended from node 4 to 24. The bearn was designated as beam

Three different tapered beams vrere defined to' -símulate the

"duckfeet" that extended forward from the vertical posts and attached to

the cutterbar. One tapered beam was used to extend from the vertical

posts directly to the cutterbar. Examples of Lhese were beams 3 and 4.

They stretched between nodes 15 and 18, and 16 and 19, respecLÍvely. The

second type of tapered beam, beam 1, extended from the vertical posL

closest to the orígin to the lower tractor connection poinË at node 25.

The

II

18.
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The final tapered beam

point to the cutterbar

type, beam 2, eontinued from the lower connection

at node 17.

A special nole must be made about the ends of the headbeam and

cutterbar. In the case of the headbeam, beam section number l-6 extended

from node 4 to node 5 and its length was only 30 millirnetres. This short

beam was used to correctly position the lurnped mass that would simulate

the drive moLor and assembly bracket. Sirnilarly, in the case of the

cutterbar, beam 9 extended from node 23 to node 26 anò was 10 millimetres

long.

4,2,4. Physical Propertf.es

The appearance of these bepms on the computer screen díd not reveal

the beam type. The physical properties of each beam, stored in their

respective physical property tables, defined their physical differences.

All values for the physical properties tables were calculated by a sub-

program of I-DEAS.

A sealed cross-section for each beem was created and entered into

the computer. The computer calculated all the required physical

properties. In the case of the 'straight' beams, only one cross-section

h/as analyzed because the cross-section at one end was sim.ilar to the

cross-section at the other. However, the tapered beams had two cross-

sections that were analyzed for each type of beam. The beam cross-

sections and their physieal properties are displayed in Appendix A.
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The degree of fixity coefficienÈ quanËifies the rigidity of a beam's

end connections. It r¿¡as not specifically designated in any physical

property table. The degree of fixity is used when non-circular bars are

twisted. In such a case, the cross-sections do not remain plane, but they

\^rarp. The ability of a beam to resist warping is determined by the

connections at the ends of the beam. An inerease in warping resistance

also increases the stiffness of the structure. The equa'u1õn below, as

describedby Crandall et al. (L987 ), defines the torsional moment per unit

angle of twist of a rectangular shaft:

where: M¡ : torsional moment applied
C : coefficient dependent upon the shaft cross-sectional
dimens ions
G : shear modulus
a : dimension of one side of the shaft
b : dimension of other side of the shaft
d : angle of rotation
L : length of beam

I^Ihen including the effects of the end connections, the righthand

side of the equation listed above is multiplied by the degree of fixity

as shorvn below.

M, : Cx'G*ax"b3
OL

M, : Dr*(C*G*ax"b3)
OL

Dr: degree of fixity

4.L

4/

0.6, was used in all physical

The SDRC (1980) suggested a

where:

The default value for

property tables as a

the degree of fixity,

first approxirnation.
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degree of fixity for a number of different connections.

values are displayed in Table 4.1 below.

These suggested

Table 4,1: Suggested values for degree of fixity for various connections

Degree of Fixitl¡ Connection Tl¡pe

0.0 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.6
0.6 - 1.0

few bolts connectj-ng intersecting beams
well bolted or r.velded to a weak member
welded to a moderately strong member
continuously welded to plate structLrre

4.2,5. Material Properties

The material properties for all structural members \,¿ere assumed to

be constant regardress of the beam type or location. Although the

structure contained different types of carbon steels with various chemical

compositions, Dr. Guoguang chen (pers. com. sep 1989) stated that the

material properties would not differ substanuially between Ehe different

types of steeL Therefore, the same material properties could be used for

all members.

The following material properties \,¡ere used based on the text by

Crandall eË al . (1978). Young's modulus r,ras assumed to be 2.15*1Os MPa and

Poisson's ratio vras taken as 0.290. The density of all structural

material \4ras assumed to be equal to 7820 k'/^t .

After one-half of the model was complete, the structural members

were "mirrored" about the Y-Z plane where the X coordinate was zeyo. The

strLlctu.re v¡as geometrically symmetric abouË its centerline. The model

then consisted of 50 joinËs connected by 54 straight, tapered, and rigid
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beams. Detailed descriptions of initial

computational details are listed in Appendix B.

input parameters and

4.2.6. Lumped and Distributed Masses

The lumped masses on the model rvere used to simulate masses due to

assembly brackets, drive motors, and associated hardware. The lumped

masses were not symmetric about the centerline of the swather. Therefore,

they were specified after the entire strucLure r./as defined. The brackets

and components used on all lengths of the swather headers are sirnilar,

Thus, Enns (1988) provided aIl information required Eo determine the

lumped mass guantities. The calculations to derive these values are shown

in Appendix C.

A lumped mass !/as locaEed aE the left end of the headbeam. The

mass, 187.0 kg, was located at node 5 to simulate the added mass due to

the knife drive mocor, the reel arm support bracket, hydraulic cylinders

and the rear portion of the crop divider boards. The lumped mass at the

opposite end, node 30, accounted for the same mass except for the swather

drive motor. The mass applied was equal to 41.7 kg.

Lumped masses were also positioned at the ends of the cutterbar to

account for the added mass due to the front portion of the divider boards.

A lumped mass equaL to 27 .2 kg was located at nodes 26 and 50.

Final1y, lumped masses were located at the ends of the reel arms to

simulate the load due to the reel and the reel motor. The mass aE node
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24 was equated to 160.0 kg, one-half of the reel

node 48, L70.0 kg, accounted for one-half of the

of the reel drive motor.

mass, while the mass at

t..1 *""" plus the mass

In addition to the dead weight load of the structural beams, there

were other components which applied distributed loads to various locations

on the structure. The drapers applied distributed loads to portions of

the headbearn and cutterbar. Also, the guards, knife and associated

hardware applied a constant distributed load to the entire length of the

cutterbar.

To closely simulate a distributed load, the densities of the

structural members were adjusted. The density of the headbeam between the

drapers, beams 13 and 40, was 7820 kg/n3. The adjusted. density of beams

L2 anð.39, l0 862kg/rrr3'simulated the loading due to the knife and guards.

This density was Ëhen increased further in the case of beams 9 uo 11 and

beams 36 to 38. The density qras increased to 18 542 kg/m3 to reflect the

additional loadíng due to the drapers. Finally, Èhe density of beams 14

to 16 and 41 to 43 T¡7as entered as L5 824 kE/^3. This modelled the effect

of the drapers on the headbeam. The associated calculatíons to derive

these values are also supplied in Appendíx C.

4.2.7. Restraints

SDRC (1980) stated that a rigid beam element can no't- 6e connected

to ground because one end of the rigid link is eliminated from

calculations. It is essential that the reaction forces at the ground be
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included in the calculations. Therefore, short beams were posítioned from

node 9 to node 10 and from node 34 to node 35 to simulate the upper

connection points between the swather header and the tractor. These short

beams v/ere modelled having excessively high Young's moduli and low

densities. Thus, the members would be very stiff yet their mass r,rould be

negligible compared to the rest of the structure.

After all structural beams were created and enEered, the restraints

were defined. The header is connected to the tractor at four different

points. The first two points vrere located near the top of the two centre

vertical posts at nodes 10 and 35. The other trÀro connection points, nodes

25 and 49, were located on Ëhe duckfeet, 300 millimetres ahead of the two

centre vertical posEs.

The lower connection points were located at nodes 25 and 49. These

two nodes divided the centre duckfeet into two portions and Ewo tapered

beams were required to define the entire length. Thus, Ëhree different

tapered beams lrere required to model all types of the tapered beams.

As described by Enns (1988), the lower and upper connecEion points

consisted of a bar fitting into a downward opening slot. I-DEAS allowed

six different fixities at each boundary point. Each node Lhat designated

the connection points could have been fixed in any of the three orthogonal

directions and any of the three rotational directions.
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A nunber of differenc boundary condition eonfigurations were

attempted but, intuitively, onry one configuration seemed logieal. The

lou'er connection points supported the swather header in the y and z

directíons. At the upper connecEion points, there was only support in the

Z direction. To simulate these conditÍ-ons, the lower connection points

were fixed in the Y and Z dLrections and the upper connection points were

fixed in the Z direction. The connections were only loose fitting pÍ.ns,

and no moment-carrying capacities existed.

After all structural members \,rere def ined and the boundary

conditions \,lere supplied, the model was ready to be analyzed. The model

was then written to a file that the "FF{Al,lErt sub-program would recognize.

The analysis was completed using the "Dynamic Analysis of General

Structures (DAGS)" portion of FRA-|[E. I,]ithin the 7.5 to 14 Hz frequency

range, the structure's natural frequencies and assocíated mode shapes were

predicted. DAGS v/as also used Èo process and display the predicted

results -
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5. Experimental Equipxûent

5.1, Introduction

An experimental modal analysis was cornpleted to validate the

computer model that was described previously. A random force history was

used to excite the structure while a tri-axi-al accelerometer was used to

measure the structure's accelerations.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the experimental set-up. The experimental

equipment was divided into ts/o different portions. The excitation

equipment included all instruments Ëhat were used to set the swather

header into vibration. The neasuremenE and analysis instruments \dere

those that were used to measure, monitor, and analyze the supplied force

and the acceleration responses.

5.2. ExcitatLon Equipment

A Zonic Xcice 1100-6 servo-hydraulic exciter was used as an actnator

to shake the sr¿ather. The stinger was connected to the top of the

acËuator's piston. Using an adaptor, the oÈher side of the stinger ra/as

connected to one side of the force transducer. The other side of the

Zonic model 2522 r.oad cell was secured to a section of square tubing that

was then clamped to the swather table
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Both ends of the stinger were formed by a 3/8"-24 stud-. Likewise,

a 3/8"-24 studwas located on each side of the load cell. The stinger was

turned into a 3/8"-24 receptacle in the top of the actuator's piston. An

adaptor v¡as thenused to connect the stinger to one side of the load cell.

To attach the load cel1 to the srvather header , a 7 /L6" through hole was

drilled in a piece of square tubing. The stud of the load ce1l was then

passed through the hoie and a nut \,zas tÍghtened on to the stud to hold it

in place. The square tubing was then securely clarnped to the bottom of

the roiddle vertical post on the left side of the header. The piece of

square tubing was used so that a hole did noÈ have to be drilled in the

swather. Supported by six cinder blocks, the actuator applied a vertical

force to the swather header. Figure 5.2 displays the orientatíons of the

actuator, force transducer, and stinger,

A l{avetek VCG Noise Generator h/as used Èo create che forcing

function. The random signal was band-limited by a l,Iavetek Model 442 DuaL

Hí-/Lo Filter. The filtered signal then passed on to the Xcite Master

Controller. The conËro1ler monítored and correctly positÍoned the head

of the actuator's piston. The force signal created by Èhe force

transducer then resembled the random signal that the controller received.
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5.3. lleasurement and Analysis Equiprnent

The force signal passed

controller then to the Zonic

the structure was measured by

5.3.

from the force transducer back to the master

four-channel FFT analyzer. The response of

a tri-axíal accelerometer as sho¡vn in Figure

Acceleration
Response
Signals

Figure 5.3: Schematic of tri-axial acceleroneter.

The acceleration signals frorn each of the accelerometer,s axes

passed through a charge anplifier and then on to the FFT analyzer. The

four channels, the force signal and three response signals, were firsc
processed by the FFT anaLyzer. After the signals were averaged

appropriately and processed, the data files were stored on floppy disks.

The data files that were stored on floppy disks could Ëhen be recalled at

a later tine for plotting or transferring to Èhe vAX minicomputer.
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After all data were collecÈed, the files rsere transferred from the

floppy disks to the VþJ' Il/180 minicomputer. After being transferred to

the minicomputer, MODAL PLUS, a modal analysis software package was used

to extract the experimental modal parameters.

A detailed descripËion of all experimental instru^ments is lísted in

Appendix D.
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6. Experimental Procedure

6.1. Tntroductíon

The predicted results from the initial analytícal modal analysis

were used to help establish the experimental set-up and procedure. The

mode shapes Ì,lere used to locate the optimum excitation locaEion and the

response measurement locations. The motion of the header in its natural

modes of vibration was primarily in the vertÍcal direction. The joint at

node L2 in the model was chosen as the excitaEion location because it

experienced predominantly vertical motion in all natural modes of

vibration of interest. The method used to supply the input force was then

determined by completing prelirninary experimental tests.

6.2. Stinger versus Load Button

It was first assumed that a randorn force signal would be used to

excite the structure. However, the decision to use either a compressive

load button or a "stinger" had not been made. Preliminary tests using

each mode of force input \,rere compleEed to help make a decision.

A compressive preload is first applied because the lóád button must

remain in contact with the structure at all times. Therefore, the force

varied above and below a non-zero compressive load. At no time could the

load cell experience a zero or a negative compressive force. The

hydraulic pump controller used an inicial DC offset to apply a 1112 N
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static compressive load. The random load signal then varied from 1330 N

to 890 N. Lrlhíle completíng the pretest procedure , the DC offset was

decreased so that the static load was 890 N, and the dlmamic load varied

between 1112 N and 667 N.

The frequency response functions for a similar point under the tr¿o

different test condiEions were compared. Obvious dissimilarities were

present between the results under the two different test conditions. It

}/as apparenE that a nonlinearity was being created in the system by

applyíng a purely compressive Ioad to the structure.

To correct the nonlinearity problem, a stinger was used. The mean

force applied to the structure was zexo Nes¡trons. At first the force

signal varied between 222 N in tension and 222 N in eompression. To test

the effecc of different force limits, the force magnitude ruas increased.

The force then varied between 334 N in tension and 334 N in compression.

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, Ëhe change in force amplitude did not

cause sígnificant changes in the measured frequency response functions the

phase plots or the coherence functions. This showed that using the

stinger did not, in itself, introduce any nonlinearities in the system.

All frequency response functions rn'ere collected with the maximum force in

either tension or compression equal to 334 N.
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for two peak foree inputs,

LÓ

The actuaËor had a tendency to be lifted

applied. The actuator had to be held down

greater than 334 N. The actuator was bolted co

in excess of 556 N. In addicion, a mass r¡ith a

when the Ëensile load was

with a force equal to or

a steel plate that weighed

weight of 556 N was placed
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on top of the steel plate. Therefore, the effective mass of the actuator

was able to overcome the lifting capacity of the forcing signal.

6.3. Testing Procedure

The temperature at the time of testing made it uncomfortable to work

outside. The swather was located outside the building at the Manitoba

Research Council while the Zonic testíng system was located inside the

shop. Hydraulic pressure lines and electrieal cables connected the

hydraulic acLuator and the accelerometer to the hydraulic purnp and the

Zoníc test system. The overhead door v¡as closed on these cables and

hydraulic lines to conserve heat in the shop.

The noise generator created a random signal that was adjusted first

by a low-pass fílter then by a high-pass filter. After being filtered,

the signal then contained frequencies ranging from 4 Hz to 20 Hz The

filtered random funetion \¡ras then passed on to the hydraulic pump

controller and used as the forcing funcËion. The mean force that was

applied to the structure was zero Newtons and the peak-to-peak force

amplitude was 668 N. The purnp controller simply controlled the locaEion

of the actuator piston so that the force history resembled that of the

supplied signal.

Each axis of the triaxial accelerometer vras calibrated. A

calibration exciter r,/as attached to the accelerometer and a known input

was supplied. A calibration factor for each direction ïras stored in the
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Zonic test system to produce oucput data scaled in correct engineering

uníts.

After each of the axes of the tri-axial accelerometer r,/as

calibrated, the responses of the structure could be measured. Prior to

measuring any frequency response functions, a "node map" was created that

identified the locations of response measurement. The locations that were

measured were at the top and bottom of each vertical post and at the front

of each duckfoot. Eighteen different locations qTere identified and

numbered on the swather header. The same nr¡mbers that were used in the

analytical rnodel were used in the experimental model. These node numbers

were also the file names that v¡ere used to save the acceleration and force

histories.

Along with the nodes on the swather header, four nodes r.rere

identified on the swather tractor unÍt. These nodes were locaEed at the

front and rear corners of the tractor. They were used to determine the

motion of the tractor at the swather header's natural frequencies.

In addition to node numbering, an imaginary coordinate system r{¡as

created. The origin locaÈion !¡as exactly the same as in the analytical

model. The positive X axis extended from the middle of the header towards

the left end. The Y axis pointed vertically upward and the Z axis poinÊed

horÍzontally forward.
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After the locations of measurenent were determined and 4rrmbered, the

Zoníe system was configured. ft was set to accept a continuous data

signal. A built-in Hanning windos, v¡as used to window each daEa buffer

because a continuous random signal was being measured. The data buffer

contaj-ned L024 daxa points. After each buffer was Fourier-transformed,

5L2 ðata points remained. Due to roll-off of the antí-aliasing filters,

only the first 400 of those data points \¡iere used by the Zonic anaLyzer.

The analysis frequency bandwídth was between zero and 15.625 Hz with a

frequency resolution of 0.039 Hz.

Although the excitation signal included frequeneies from 4 Eo 20 Hz,

the analysís extended from zero to L5.625 Hz. Since no natural

frequencies v/ere excited below 4 Hz, the responses below 5 Hz r¡/ere

neglected and the frequency response functions were plotted between 5 and

15.625 Hz. The data were collected using 50 averages. The coherence

function was greater than 0.9 for all channels at all accelerometer

locations.

After the systeu !¡as configured and all instruments were set,

acceleration and force spectra \,/ere collected. The data saved by the

Zonic system are í.n the forn of power spectra and cross spectra. For each

channel pair, t\,to poÍùer spectra and a cross spectrum are saved.

Caution \^Ias

locations. It was

was consístenÈ. As

exercised when relocating che accelerometer at nee/

imperative that the orientation of the accelerometer

a convention, ít was assumed that the cables pointed
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in the positíve direction as they left the accelerometer. The

acceleromeLer vras then located so that the positive direction of each

accelerometer coordinate coincided with the positive direction of, the

structure's coordinate system. If the accelerometer could not be

correctly positioned because of some structural constraint, the particular

file was identified and it was adjusted later. If the aecelerometer could

not be correctly positioned, it was positioned so that either one or t\Àro

of the coordinates krere correctly positioned. The remaining coordinate(s)

v/as (were) oriented in the negative direction.

During the data collection process, the force and acceleration

signals nere monitored by passing them through an oscilloscope.

Occasionally, the output from an accelerometer channel exceeded the

previously specified limit and caused a signal overload. In such cases,

the voltage gain v¡as adjusted to accommodate the increased signal

amplitude.

6.4. Uploadlng the Data for Analysls

After all data files were collected and saved on computer disks, the

files were transferred to the VAX LL/780 minicomputer at the Manitoba

Research Council. Each frequency response function \¡ras separately

transferred to the minicomputer. They were designated by the node number

that indicated the loeation of the accelerometer followed by the direction

of measurement, either X, Y, or Z,
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At this time, the coordinates that were oriented in the negative

direction were adjusted by identifying thern preceded by a negative sign.

For example, assume that, at location number 3, the X and Z coordinates

pointed Ín the negative direction. These acceleration histories were

identified as 3X- and 32-.

MODAL PLUS was then used to manipulate the experimental data. A

complex exponential algorithm was used to identify the g1obal parameters.

The frequency response function obtained by locating the accelerometer at

the same location as the excitatíon force (i.e. the drivíng point) was

used to determine the global parameters (natural frequencies and

associated darnping coefficients). After the global parameters vTere

determined, the polyreference teehníque was used to determine each mode

shape.
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7. Analytícal Model Adjustrnents

7.L. Introduction

After comparing the analytical and experimental natural frequencies,

it was determined that the analytical model seemed to be too flexible at

the second natural frequency. The analytíca1ly predicted natural

frequency rías lower than the experimentally deEermined value. In

addition, all mode shapes lrere not exactly the same. The predicted

deflections that the cutterbar experienced seemed to be excessive.

The boundary conditions that r.¡ere described in the analytical model

vrere considered to be too restrictive. The headbe¡m required more

flexibility in the model to increase the range of ius motion. The model

adjustments are described in the following subsections.

7 .2. Model Stlffness

To increase the stiffness of the structure, the degree of fixity was

changed for aII beams except for the headbeam and the reel s.ypport arms.

The reel support arms were connecEed to the headbeam with a pÍnned

joint. Therefore, iL did noE seem realistic to increase the fixity of

these j oints. The degree of fixíty for the headbeam was not j-ncreased

because it was determined that the amount of notion that the headbeam had

to experíence needed to be increased.
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The degree of fixity for all other be:m connections was increased

to 1.0. Table 4.1 indieated thac a degree of fixity equal to 1.0 would

correspond to a continuously welded connection to a plate-like structure.

In the case of the vertical posÈs, each end was continuously welded to the

headbeam or duckfeet. In addition, plate gussets \rere continuously welded

on two sides of the connections to improve their rigídity. Similarly, the

duckfeet \.rere continuously welded to the cutterbar on all available sides.

It appeared that the designers had hoped that the increased joint rigídity

would stiffen the duckfeet and vertícal posts. Thus, the motion of the

cutterbar would be decreased.

7 .3. lfodlflcation of Boundary Condltions

A closer inspection of the connections betv¡een the tractor and the

swather header revealed that the connection points r,rere not truly fíxed

in any direction. In addition, the motion of the connection points at the

top of the swather header depended on the moLion of the eonnection points

at the bottom.

Fígure 7.1 shows the lÍnkage system that connected the tractor and

swather header. Two springs supported each lower connection point Ín the

vertical direction. Assembly drawings shov¡ed that the total effective

stiffness of the two springs r,/as 68 646 N/n.
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Figure 7.1: Llnkage between swather header and tractor.

To more elosely simulaEe these boundary condiËf.ons, tv¡o additional

be¡ms and Ëwo spring connections \dere created. in the model.'-Ño¿"" 5l and

52 were created behind and below the upper conneccion points. Two beams

were used to connect node 5l- to node 10 and node 52 to node 35. These

be¡ms modelled the connection beÈween the upper connection points on the

header and the tractor. At nodes 5l and 52, the beams were fixed in the

Y and Z directions but they were free to rotate about all axes.

To siroulate the flotation springs, two spring connections to ground

were created. The stiffness in any of the three directions could be

specifíed. Ihe stiffness in the Y direction, 110 000 N/m, was deternined
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through a simple static analysis. This derivation is shor¿n in Appendix

E. The springs !/ere made excessively stiff in the Z díxeetion to simulate

a rigid beam between the lower connection points and the tractor. All

model changes are represented in the modified input listing in Appendix

F.

After the modÍfications to the model \4rere complete, the natural

frequencies and mode shapes lrere predicted agaín.
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8. Forced Response Predlctlon

L 1. Introduction

After the analytical model was modified to more closely simulate Ëhe

experimental results, it was used to predict the displacements of the

connection points betr,reen the tractor and swather header. The response

analysis predícted the response due to a provided sinusoidal dynamic

input. The dynarnic inputs simulated an unbalance in the knife drive

flywheel and an inertial load created by the reciprocating knife. It r¡as

hoped that the dynamie predictions would indicate an optimum knife speed,

and decrease the discomfort felt by the operator.

8.2. Load Appllcation

It was assumed that there \¡rere two possible locations in which a

dlmamic force may be created; first, at the hydraulic motor that drives

the knife and, seeond, at the knife head that connects the knife to the

dríve linkage.

The hydraulic motor \^ras connected to a flywheel that was in turn

connected to a rotating hub. The rotating hub lies in che Y-Z plane.

Therefore, if the hub was subjected to eccentric loading, harmonie loading

would occur in the Y and Z directions. The phase between the two harmonic

loads would differ by 90 degrees
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The rotating hub vzas responsible for driving the knife in iÈs

reeiprocating fashion. Therefore, the phase between the rotating hub and

knife \,/as constant. A vertical upward force at the rocating hub coincided

with a force from right to left at the knife drive.

An I-DEAS sub-program, DAGSINE, was used to locate the dynamic loads

and predict the structure's responses. DAGSINE \¡/as used to predict

sdructural responses if the d.rive frequency varied fron 7 .O Hz to 14 .O Hz.

The supplied input for the rotating unbalance was the unbalanced

mass multiplied by the distance of offset from its centre._- Fron this

input, the applied force would be proportional to the ¿ri.r" frequency

squared. The rotating unbalance value of 0.15 kg'rp, as described by SDRC

(1980), \^7as located at node 5 in the model.

The d¡rnannic loading that simulated the motion of the knife was a

harmonic linear force in the X direction. A 1000 N force was located at

node 26 in the model (the left end of the cutterbar as seen by the

operator). The linear force at node 26 acted in the positive X direction

when the rotatÍng unbalanced force acLed in the positive vertical

direction at node 5.

If no darnping was assuned to exist in the urodel, infinite response

magnitudes would be expected at the four previously determined natural

frequencies. However, damping coefficients (unítless values indicating

the leve1 of damping at each natural frequency) were determined
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experimentally for each of the

experimentally determined damping

0.013 were respectively assigned

vibration.

natural modes of vibration. These

coefficients : 0 . 039 , 0 . 020 , 0 . 026 and

to each of the four natural modes of

at Versatile Farm Equipment

operator \¡ras caused by the

that are transmitted from the

through the four connection

Physically, the phase between che rotating unbalance and linear

forces may vary. A phase difference may occur due to torsion in the shaft

between the rotating hub and Ëhe knife head. A nr.rmber of dÍfferent

analyses r¡¡ere completed when the phase between the two forces, rotsating

and linear, varied beuween +10 degrees and -10 degrees. There q¡ere no

discernible dÍfferenees between the different predicted responses.

Therefore, only the predicted response with zero phase difference between

the two forces was analyzed.

It had been stated by the Eechnicians

Operations that the discomfort felC by the

operation of the swather header. Al1 forces

swather header to Lhe tractor unit must go

points between the two units.

The displacements of the four connection points, nodes 10, 25, 35,

and 49 ' were predicted so that the relative responses of the swather

header at varíous speeds may be compared. Latger displacement amplitudes

would indicate more force exerted on the tractor by the swather header.

An optirnal operating speed could be deternined by studyÍng the
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displacements of the connection points. The driving frequency that caused

the least dísplacement would be the optimuro operating frequency.
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9, Results

9.1. InËroduction

This section consists of four subsections. The first subsection

includes the results from the first analytícal nodel. The second

subsection includes the experimental results. The third subsection shows

the results that were obtained from the analytical rnodel after it was

modified. Finally, the predícted responses from the rnodified analytical

model is shown.

The results from the analytical modal analyses and the experimental

modal test include the natural frequencies and their associated mode

shapes. A number of different views of each displaeed mode are provided

to create a clear understanding of the motion that the header experienced.

The modified analytical model was used to predict the swather

header's response to a supplied sínusoidal dynanic input at various

speeds. The displacements of the four connection points were used to

compare the nmount of force that r^ras transmitted frorn the swaËher header

to the tractor unit. The phase of each displacement helps to relate the

different displacements that are plotted on the same graph. 
-_
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9.2. Initial AnalyËica1 Model

Four natural frequencies !/ere predicted beËween 7.5 and 14.0 Hz.

These natural frequencies occurred at 7.6, 8.9, 10.6, and L2.5 Hz.

The mode shape at 1.6 Hz, shorvn in Figure 9.1, demonstrates the

fundamental natural mode of vibration. Primarily, the cutterbar was

"teeter-tottering". The cutterbar remained straight, and rocked about an

imaginary fulcrum placed near the centre of the header.

The ends of the headbeam also oscillated vertically, but it

exhÍbited less motÍon than the cutterbar. The motion of the headbearn was

ín phase with the cutterbar. The ends of the entire header oscillated

vertically. LiËtle rotation or motion in the Z direction r,ras predicted.
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b) plan view

Figure 9.1: Predicled mode shape aE 7 "6 Hz.

c) front víew
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I-DEAS predicted that the second natural mode of vibration was

occurring at 8.8 Hz. As shown in Figure 9.2, the ends of the headbeam

r{ere exPerieneing torsional loading. Similar to the first natural mode

of vibration, the cutterbar rocked about a point near the centre of the

header.

The vertical motion of the headbeam and cutterbar were out of phase

(the end of the headbeam moved up while the cutterbar moved down). This

motion created torsional momenLs at the ends of the headbeam.

The ends of the header moved out of phase a1so. The plotted mode

shape shows that the left end of the headbeam is displaced downward while

the cutterbar is displaced upward. At the righÈ end, the headbeam \,¡as

displaced upward and the cutterbar was displaced downward. This opposing

motion from one end to the oÈher caused opposing torsional moments at each

end of che headbearn.

The cutterbar did not remain straight in this mode of vibration.

The cutterbar resembled a gentle ttsrr curve from one end to the other.

Similarly, the headbeam cttrves gently from one end to the other.

Little deflection in the Z dtrecEíon \¡ras predicted. The ends of the

cuttserbar mowed slíghtly as the rotation of the headbearn forced them

forward. The right end of the headbeam experienced some oscÍllation ín

tl'e Z direction, but the left end did not.
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a) isometric víew

plan view

c) front view

Figure 9.2: Predicted mode shape aE B "B Hz.
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The third natural mode of vibration was predicted Co occur at 10.6

Hz. The structural element that experienced the greatest deflection in

this mode v¡as the cutLerbar. The left end of the headbeam remained

relatively static compared to the opposite end.

The eutterbar oscillated so that

to concave down. Figure 9.3 shows that

rniddle of the header \^ras nearly equal

ends.

As the right end of the

headbeam also moved upward.

allow the vertical motion of

was dísplaced backward, and

duckfooÈ at the left end

vertically.

it changed fron being concave up

the vertical displacement at the

the vertical displacement at the

cutterbar moved upward, the right end of the

The left end was not sÍnilarly affected. To

the cutËerbar at the left end, the headbeam

a negative momenË v/as applied. Also, the

acted as a cantilever as it oscillated

Again, the only oscillation in til.e Z direction occurred at the ends

of the headbeam and cutterbar. These motions r{ere caused by rotation at

the ends of the headbeam.
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a) isometric view

b) plan víew

c) front view

Figure 9.3: Predicted mode shape at 10.6 Hz.
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The fourth predicted natural mode of vibration occurred aÈ l-2.5 Hz.

As in Figure 9.4, the ends of the headbenrn were in phase and.the ends of

the cutterbar were in phase. However, the ends of the headbe:m r¡/ere not

in phase with the associated ends of the cutterbar. As one end of the

cutterbar moved up, the sarne end of the headbe¡m mowed dor.¡n.

The cuÈterbar $Ias displaced in the same manner as in the previous

mode. During one cycle, it changed frombeing concave up to concave down.

Again, the vertical displacements at the ends of the cutterbar \¡rere

approximately the same as the vertical displacement at the centre of the

header.

To al1ow the motion at the ends of the cutterbar, the ends of the

headbeam were displaced downward and rotated. Compared to the left end,

a 1.atger amount of vertical deflection occurred at the right end of both

the cutterbar and headbearn.

The only oscillations that occurred in the Z direction \,rere

experienced by the cutterbar. The ends of the cutterbar moved forward as

they moved upward. As the ends moved downward, they moved backward.

9I



a) isometric view

b) plan view

c) fronÈ view

Figure 9.4: Predicted mode shape ax L2.5 Hz.
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9.3. Experfmental ResulÈs

Four natural modes of vibration were determined within the 7.5 to

L4 Hz frequency range. They occurred ax 7.7, 9.4, 10.5, and L2.5 Hz.

The first mode of vibration aE 7 .7 Hz is shown in Figure 9.5. The

cutterbar rocked like a "teeter-totter". The headbeam moved very little

in the vertical directíon. The motion of the cutterbar \,.¡as due,

therefore, to rotation of the ends of the headbeam and defleqtions of the

duckfeet.

The duckfeet, welded to the bottom of the vertical posts, acted as

cantileve¡ þg¡ms. Thus, little vertical deflection by the headbeam was

required to make the cutterbar behave as it díd.

The top of the third vertical post from the left end experienced a

large amount of vibration in xlne Z direction. This may have been caused

by the upPer connection link between the header and the tractor. The

accelerometer I^las sensitive to even the slightest irnpact. If the pin in

the upper connection poinL experienced a stight shock loading, the

measurement by the accelerometer would have reflected a large response,

as displayed. The rear of the tractor experienced rotational vibration

about t.Lle Z axis. Little vibration was detected at the fronE.
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a) isometric víew

b) plan view

c) front view

Figure 9.5: Experimental mode shape at 7,7 l1z.
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The second natural mode of vibration was detected at 9.4 Hz. In

this mode, shown in Figure 9.6, the cutterbar remained relatively straight

and oscillated as a rí-gi-d body. However, the headbeam oscillated in both

x]ne Z and Y directions.

The ends of the headbeam oscillated out of phase with each other

(one end moved upward while the other moved dov.mward). As the ends of the

headbeam moved in the vertical direction, they also rotated. This

rotation reduced the oscillation of the cutterbar in Ëhe vertical

directíon.

The headbeam also oscillated Ín the Z direction. The right end

remained relatively sti11. However, the niddle sections oscillated

greatly in the Z direction. From the plan view, Lhe headbeam resembled

a gently sloping "S" curve. The points at the tops of the vertical posts,

thírd and fifth from the left end, experienced the greate.s.t--oscillation

in the Z direction.

0n1y slight vibration in the X direction v¡as detected on the

tractor. The tractor oscillated side to side at each end. The pivot

point of vibration was near the míddle of the tractor.
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isomeEric viev

plan view

c) front view

Figure 9.6: Experínental node shape at 9.4 Hz.
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The thírd natural mode of vibration, shown in Figúie 9.7,

detected at 10.5 Hz. Both the cutterbar and the headbe¡m vibrated in

Y and Z dírections.

The cutterbar remained relatívely stitt ac its ends, but oscillated

in the vertical direction near its middle. The greatest vertícal motion

of the headbeam r,¡as detected at the right end while the left end remained

still. Oscillation in the Y direction can be studied fron the front of

the sl¡ather. The cutter bar oscillated from being concave up to concave

down. In the case of the headbeam, the ríght hand end remained still

while the left end experienced the greatesË vertical motion.

The cutterbar and headbe¡rn vibrated in unison in the Z direction.

They both resembled gently sloping "s" curves. However, in this mode, the

left end remained relatively statie. Again, a large response was measured

at the top of the vertical post third fron the left end. This may have

been due to slight shock loading aE the connection pin interface.

The front portion of the tractor oscillated in the X direction

this frequency. very little motion r,¡as detected at the xear of

swather tractor.

was

the

at

the
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a) isometric view

b) plan view

c) fronE view

Figure 9.7: Experimental mode shape at 10.5 Hz.
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The final experimental natural mode

12.5 Hz. Figure 9.8 shows that the majoriry

by the cutterbar.

vibration was detected at

the motion \¡ras experienced

of

of

The ends of the cutLerbar remained still while the middle oscillated

vertically. As with the third mode, the cutterbar oscillated between

being concave downward and concave upward. Unlike the previous mode, the

left end of the headbeam remained relatively stÍll while'tÏíe right end

vibrated in Ëhe Y direction.

Again, the cutterbar and headbeam vÍbrated in the Z dírecElon in

unison. The ends of the swather moved in phase so that both ends moved

forward (or back) and the middle seetions moved back (or forward).

Very little motíon of the tractor was detecËed aË this frequency

It remained relatively still at both ends.
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a) isomeEric vier¿

plan view

c) front view

Figure 9.8: Experimental mode shape at 12.5 Hz.
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9.4. Modified Analytical Model

The modified analytical model predicted the four natural frequencies

to occur aE 7.6, 9.L, 10.6 and r3.lHz. rn general, the mode shapes v/ere

similar to the experimental results.

The mode shape at the first natural frequency is shown in Figure

9.9 - The cutterbar acted as a "teeter-toLter'r and remained relatively

straight. The vertical posts remained staEionary and the duckfeet moved

to allow Ehe cutterbar to oscillate.

The headbeam also remained relatively straighE. However, it

vibrated slightly in the Y and Z direcÈions. The headbeam followed the

vertical motíon of the cutterbar. One end moved down as the opposite end

moved up. The motion of the headbeam in Ehe Z di,reexion 'resenbled that

of a gently sloping ttstt curve. The boundary conditions in the modified

model allowed the headbeam to vibrate in the Z direction.
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\/\/\,

isometric

c)

Figure 9.9: Modified

plan

front view

finite element mode shape at 7.6 Hz.
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The second natural mode of vibration was predicted to occur at 9. I

Hz. Figure 9.10 shows that the najority of the displacement lras predicted

to occur at the left end of the headbeam. The ends of the headbearn moved

wertically downward in phase with each other. Likewise, the ends of the

cutterbar also moved vertically downward. As the ends of the header moved

downward, the centres of the headbeam and the cutterbar T¡7ere flexed

upward. This gave both the headbeam and the cutterbar a convex upward

appearance.

The ends of the header also vibrated in Xj¡re Z direction. The ends

of the headbeam and the cutterbar were in phase ¡.¡ith each other. However,

the cutterbar r¿as displaced most. The centre of the cuÈterbar remained

relaLively stationary while the headbeam experienced Larger deflections

near its centre.
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a) isometric vierv

plan view

c) front viev¡

Figure 9.10: Modified finite element mode shape at 9.L Hz.
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The modified analytical model predicted that the third natural mode

of vibration would occur at 10.6 Hz. At this natural frequency, Figure

9.11 shows that both the cutterbar and the headbeam oscillated in the Y

and Z directions.

The ends of the headbeam oscillated vertically out of phase. One

end of the headbeem moved upward while the opposite end moved downward.

Unlike the headbeam, the ends of the cutterbar oscillated vertically in

phase. The cuEterbar then oscillated between being concave upward and

concave downward.

In the Z direcxi-on, similar ends of the cutterbar and headbeam moved

in opposing directions. The ends of the headbe:m and cutterbar moved

together then moved apart.
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a) isometríc víew

plan view

c) front view

Figure 9.11: Modified finite element node shape at 10.6 Hz.
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The modified analytical model predicted thac the fourth natural mode

of vibration would occur at 13 .L Hz. Figure 9.12 shows that the right end

of the headbeam experienced a large magnitude of vertical upward motion

while the left end moved upward only slighcly.

As with the third mode, the cutterbar r{ras flexed upward in the

centre and downward at its ends. The cutterbar then appeared to be

concave down then swítch to being concave up.

In the Z ditecxíon, the left end of the cutterbar and headbeam moved

in phase while the right end moved opposite each other. The ends of the

cuËterbar moved in phase with each other while the ends of the headbeam

l¡ere out of phase wiÈh each other.
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a) isometric vier¿

b) plan view

c) front

Fígure 9.I2: Modified

vl_ev/

finíte eleruenL mode

108
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9.5. Predlcted Dlmamic Responses

The displacements of the four connectÍon points due to the applied

dynamic loads were predicted. The speed of che d¡rnamic loads varied from

7.0 Hz xo 14.0 Hz lrith 0.L Hz increments. Therefore, the displacements

were predicted at 7O different drive frequencies. The displacements in

metres were plotted as a function of the drive frequency in Hz.

Figure 9.13 plots the displacements of the connection points on the

left side of the header. Likewise, Figure 9 .L4 illustrates the

displacements of the connection points on the right side of the header.

The legend in each figure designates the direction as a numerical value.

The values L,2, and 3, indicate the three orthogonar directions x, y, and

Z, respectively.

rn both displacement plots, there is very lictle evidence of a

resonant mode near 7.7 Hz. However, obvious peaks are present near Ëhe

9.4, 10.5, and 12.5 Hz resonanc frequencies. The maximum deflection v¡as

predicted in the vertical direction at the bottom connection point on the

left side of the swather, that is, at node 25. The maximum predicted

deflection occurred when the drive frequency was about 9.1 Hz. Relatively

1ittle displacement vras predicted at the higher and lower natural

frequencíes, 7.'/ and L2.5 Hz.
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l-0. Df.scusslon

10.1. Introduction

Short be¡ms were modelled at both ends of the cutterbar. There were

two reasons for their simulation. First, the centroidal axes of the

duckfeet on the ends of the header were locaced so that Èhe cutterbar

rvould be shorter than the headbeam. In addition, the end duckfeet were

connected to the cutterbar with a rigid beam element. SDRC (1990)

indicated that a lumped mass could not be located at the end of a rigid

1ink. Therefore, the shorE beams were created to achieve the correct

header length and to allow the applieation of a lumped mass at the ends

of the header.

Great care was exercised when the accelerometer was relocated on

the structure. However, one particular problem stil1 arose. All of the

machine components on Lhe swather were not bolted rigidly or welded to the

supporting structure. In one case, the draper rested on the rear of the

cutterbar and was retained by two clamps. I,,Ihen the accelerometer was

attached to the cutterbar, it was accidentally placed on top of the

draper. Not being rigidly fasrened, the draper lightly impacred rhe

cutterbar. The impacts \¡¡ere detected by the accelerometer and caused

signal overloads. From that point on\4rard, the location of the

accelerometer was selected more carefully.
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The ultimate goal of this research \{as to creaËe a computer model

that could be used as a design tool. The model was created, then an

experimental procedure was completed to determine if the computer model

qlas correct. It was found that a few adjustments couldbe made to improve

the accuracy of the model. The adjustments were compleËed and the

rnodified model was then used to suggest a design nodification.

The accuracy of the analytical model rsas gauged by its ability to

predict the experimental results. Two basic comparisons were made to

judge the accuracy of the model. First, the natural frequencies r/¡ere

compared and, second, the corresponding mode shapes v/ere compared. The

procedures indicated by Ewins (1984) were used to compare the analytical

and experimental values.

The comparison of natural frequencies can be completed easily by

plottÍng the measured natural frequencies versus the predicËed natural

frequencies. rdeally, all data points should lie on a line rsith a

positive 45 degree slope.

The comparison of the mode shapes is considerably more difficult

because more information must be anaLyzed. The easiest and most revealing

technique is to compare the graphical plots of each displaced mode shape.

Differences in the mode shapes become very apparent.
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L0.2, Natural Frequencies

Table 10.1 lists the four initial analytical and experimenral

natural frequencies. Figure 10.1 shor,¡s a plot of these tabular values.

The initially predicted and experimental values lrere very siuilar. A

maximum of approximately 5 percenL error existed between-. the second

experimental and analytical natural frequencies. The errors in the other

natural frequencies !¡ere considerably less

Table 10.1: Natural frequencies obtained from the initial analytical rnodel
and the experimental procedures.

Finite Element
Nat. Frequency

(Hz)

7.6
8.9

10. 6

L2.s
t4

Experimental
Nat. Frequency

(Hz)

7.7
9.4

10. 5

L2.s

I ft t3

Pr€dfeted Naturot FroquencJæ (Hz)

versus finite element naEural frequencies.
model)

Error
l*)

1.3
5.3
1.0
0.0

x
I
E
ø
o
c
ot
tt
o
lr

ef
(t

r
q
@

E

øe
xt¡

7

Measured
( inirial

Fígure 10. 1:
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The nodified analytical and the experimental natural frequencies are

listed in Table 10.2 below. The error beË\reen the two sets of results is

less than five percenE for all natural frequencies. Figure l-0.2 is a plot

of the experimental natural frequencies versus the analytical values.

The data points are randomly seaËtered close Lo che ideal line.

TabIe L0.2: Natural frequencies obtained frorn the nodified analytical
model and the experimental procedures.

Finite ElemenË
Nat. Frequency

(Hz)

Experimental
Nat. Frequency

(Hz)

7.7
9.4

10.5
L2.s

Error
(8)

1.3
3.2
1.0
4.8

7.6
9.1

l-0.6
13 .1

Nr
6
I
o
c
o
J(r
ø
lr
õ
f
oz
õ
c
o
Ê
I
@
À
x

l¡.1

s 11

Pradlcted Noturol Froquonclee (Hz)

Figure LA.2: Measured versus analytical natural frequeneies (nodified
analytical model).
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10.3. Mode Shapes

The predicted and experimental mode shapes are d.iscussed

individually beginning with the first mode at 7.7 Hz and continuing to the

fourth mode at L2.5 Hz. Both sets of analytical mode shapes have been

compared to the experimental mode shapes simultaneously.

10. 3 . 1. Mode l-

In general, both analytical mode shapes resemble the experimental

mode shape at 7.7 Hz. All three plots shown in Figure 10.3 indicate that

the cutterbar acts as a I'teeter-totter'r with its fulcrum near the centre

of the header.

However, the initial analytical results predicL that the headbeam

would also undergo vertical displacements in phase with the cutterbar.

This is not present in the experimental mode shape or the mode shape

predicted by the modífied model. The headbeam seems to be too flexible

in the inítial analytical model.

Also, the displacements in the Z direction at the upper connection

points are not similar. The experimental and nodified analytical mode

shapes indicate some motion in Lhe Z direction while this motion is

prohibited by the boundary conditions imposed in the initial analytical

model. The initial boundary conditions at the upper connection points

Ì¡ere too restricËive.
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The nesr boundary conditions and degree of fixity used in the

modified analytical model allow the headbe¡'n more freedom in the Z

direction. The motion of the headbeam predicted by the rnodified

analytical model more closely resembles the experimental noãe shape than

the inítial analytical model. The modified model is more accurate than

the initial analytical model.

10.3.2. Mode 2

Again, all three mode shapes are generally comparabre. Figure 10.4

shows the predicted and experimental mode shapes. The experimental

procedures determined that this mode shape occurred at 9. 4 Hz.

Differences between the three mode shapes are apparent. The

cutterbar in the inítial predicted mode shape oscillates in the vertical

direction with che motion of the opposing ends being out of phase with

each other. The experimental mode shape indicates that the cutterbar

remains relatively stationary. Finally, the rnodified analytieal model

predicted the cutterbar would flex near its midpoint.

The initÍal analytical model predicts Ehe motion of the headbeam in

the vertical direction more accurately than the rnodified urodel. The

initial model, similar to the experimental results, predicLs thaË the ends

of the headbeam r¿ill vibrate out of phase. The modified roodel predicted

that the ends of the headbearn r,¡ill oscillate in phase.
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The motion of the headbeam in the Z direexíon also differs between

the plots. The initial analytical model predicts little displacement

while the experimental and modified analytical mode shapes resemble a

crescent-shaped displacement. The ends of the headbe¡m move forward in

phase while the centre of the headbe¡rn is displaced rearward. The

modified boundary conditions allow the headbepm increased mobility in the

z dtrecxion and improve the legicimacy of the analytical results.

1-0.3.3. Ifode 3

Figure 10.5 shovrs

mode of vibration. The

Lhe mode shapes that were determined for the third

third experimental natural frequency r¡ras 10.5 Hz.

There are tv/o discrepancies between the initial analytical nodel and

the experimental results. The experimental resultss show that the right

end of the headbeem remains sÈill while the left end experiences a large

magnitude of vertÍcal oscillation. The opposite of the results from the

analytieal model is predicted. The model predicts that the right end

oscillates vertically while the left end remains still. The predicted

displacenent of the cutterbar in the vertical direction is very sirnilar

to the experimentally determined mode shape.

Experimentally, the motion of the headbe¡m in the Z direcxion shor,¡s

that the upper connectíon points are displaced. However, the boundary

conditions in Èhe analytical nodel prohibit such displacement.
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In the third mode of natural vibration, the modÍfied analytical

model predicts the motion of the header more accurately than the initial

model. Unlike the initial model, the modífied analyÈical model prediets

that the left end of the headbeam would experience vertical oscillation.

Also, the boundary conditions allow the model to more closely predict the

motíon of the headbearn in the Z directÍon.

10.3.4. Mode 4

The mode shapes for the fourth mode are shown in Figure 10.6. All

mode shapes are similar. The displacements in xine Z direction are very

similar ín the experiment and the initial analytícal model:-. All three

mode shapes indicate that the ends of the headbe¡m oscíllate vertically

ín unison. The right end of the headbeam experiences ¡nore deflection than

the 1eft. AIso, all three mode shapes indicate Ëhat the cutterbar is

flexed in the vertical direction near its middle.

The one discrepancy is that the boundary conditions in the initial

analytical model do not allow the upper connection points to move in the

Z direction. The nodified analytical rnodel predicts the motion of the

headbeam in the Z direction more accurately than the initíal urodel.

The modified and initial analytical models predicts all four natural

frequencies with approximately the same accuracy. Hovrever, the mode

shapes predicted by the modified analytical model more closely resemble

the experimental mode shapes.
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The accuracy of an analytical model can be gauged by its ability to

predict the sLrueturers natural frequeneies and mode shapes. The

predicted mode shapes in the modified analytical model are more accurate

than those predicted by the initíal model. Therefore, it is apparent that

the modified model more accurately simulates the actual structure and

Therefore, the modified model was used to predict the response of the

structure due to a provided dynamic input.

Originally, the knife drive had been designed to operate in a

stationary positíon at approxiurately LO Hz. This speed nearly coincided

with an experimentally determÍned resonant frequency. rn addition,

operation in the fíeld may not have occurred at 10 Hz.. - -Ix could be

expected to run at a slower speedbecause a portion of the machine's power

would have been used to move the machine along the field. Possibly, the

knife drive may have been operating near 9.4 Hz, the second natural

frequency.

If the speed of the knife drive had to be changed, it should have

been increased rather than decreased. The increased speed should maintain

or possibly improve the swather's cutting ability. A relatívely wide

frequency bandwidth with a low dynamic response is present in the

predicted dynaroic responses between the third and fourth natural modes of

vibration.

If the speed of the knife drive were increased to approximately 12

Hz, the dynamic response amplitude of the swather would decrease from near
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0.4 rnm to 0.02 mm in Èhe case of node 25 displaced in the Y direction.

(These amplitudes are only relative values because the actual amplitud.e

depends on the amount of input force. ) A decreased. response arnplítude

should in turn decrease the force magnitude transferred to the tractor by

the sr+ather header. The discomfort felt by the operator due to the header

should also decrease.

The optimum speed seems to be approximately 12 Hz because the next

lower natural frequency occurs at 10.5 Hz. Therefore, the speed of the

knífe dríve would have to decrease by 1.5 Hz before a resonant mode would

be encountered. A drive frequency well separated from the natural modes

of vibraËíon would be optirnal.
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l1- . Conclus ions

An initial finite element model consisting of 54 elements and 50

nodes was created to predict the dynamic characteristics of a Model 4025

versatile self-propelled swather header. The computer model of the

swather header was adjusted after experímental data revealed its

shortcomings. The adjusted nodel predicted the natural frequencies to be:

7.6,9.L,10.6, and 13.1 Hz. Predominantly, the ends of the header

vibrated in the vertical direction in all natural mode shapes.

The experimental procedures also found four natural frequencies in

the 7 to 14 Hz frequency bandwidth. The mode shapes were símilar to the

mode shapes predieted by the finite element roodel. The maximum variation

betvreen the predicted and experimentally determined natural frequencies

was less than five percent.

The modÍfied model was then used to predict the swather's responses

as the speed of the knife dríve varied from 7 Hz xo L4 Hz. It was Ëhought

that minimal displacements of the connection points betwe.en-the swather

header and the tractor would limit the vibration felt by the operator.

The lowesË displacement amplitude was predicted when the knife drive was

operated in the viciníty of 12 Hz.
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Some general conclusions are listed below.

1) The modified model predicted the natural frequencies and associated

mode shapes with reasonable accuracy.

2) The model that has been created, verified, and rnodified can now be

used with confidence a design tool. It can be used to evaluate the

effects of design modifications on the header,s dlmamic behaviour.

3) To decrease the vibration felt by the operator, the knife drive

should be adjusted to operate at about L2 Hz.
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Appendix A

The production drawings that were received from Versatile Farm

Equipment Operations displayed in clear detail the cross-sectional

dimensions of all members. These dimensions lrere used to create scaled

models of each cross-section. These models !/ere entered into the

computer. SDRC (1980) specified that the cross-secti-onal mpdel 1ie in the

Y-Z plane. In each case che Y axis pointed vertically upward and the Z

axis pointed from right to left.

After the models r4lere entered into the computer, the "Beam Cross

Section Ana1ysis" sub-program calculated all required physical properties

for eaeh beam. In the case of the tapered beams, tl¡o different cross-

sections were analyzed because they varÍed from one end to the other.

This appendix lists all calculated physical properties for each beam

accompanied by a drawing that displays all dimensions.

All physical dimensions are listed in millimetres.
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Appendlx B

The follovring data sheets are copies of the computer printouts

received from the minicomputer at the Industrial Technology Centre. All

quantities are stated in SI units (kg, m, s).

The printout includes six different sections. These sections are:

1) beam descriptions 2) node descriptions 3) material property

descriptions 4) section propercy descriptions 5) locations and

magnitudes of lumped masses and 6) restraint descriptions.

The beam descriptions first list the straight beaqs (eonstant cross-

section from one end to the other). The be:m nr¡mber followed by its

Iength is listed for each beam. Next, for each be¡m, the fore end (where

the beam starts) and the aft end (where the beam ends) are identified by

listing the nodes at each of the beam's ends. Finally, the material and

sectÍon properties for each benm are listed by defining Ëhe appropriate

code number.

Next, the rigid beams are listed. Like the straight beams, the

beams' numbers, lengths and end node numbers are listed. However, the

rigid beams have no physical or material properties. Therefore, the slots

in the 'Material Code' and 'section Code' colrlmns are filled.with the word

,RIGID'.
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Tapered beams (beams with a cross-section different at one end from

the other) are listed in a manner similar to that of the straight beams.

All columns are the s¡me except for the section codes. There must be two

columns because the cross-sections at the ends of the beam are different.

The section code must be stated for both the fore end and the aft end.

The node coordinates are

Iocation of each node in space is

spatial coordinates.

then listed in ascending order. The

listed by defining its three-dimensional

The material properEy tables are then listed. The code number

identifies a set of values that were used to define a specific beam

element. fn each list, Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio, and the

density are listed.

The physical property tables are uhen defined. Again, a code number

identifies specific sets of values that are used to define a specific beam

cross-section. The area, moments of inertia, shear ratios, torsional

constant, warping constanL and degree of fixity for eaÇh_.be¡m cross-

section ís listed. The eccentricity defines the location of the shear

centre from the centroid.

Next the location of the lumped masses are defined by listing the

node mrmber at which the mass is applied. For each mass element, the mass

in kilograms is 1ísted.
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Finally, the restraints are listed. The node that the restraint is

applied to is listed first. The direction of restraint for each node is

then defined. The directions are identified by a ntuerical system.

Directions 1, 2, and 3 correspond to restraints in the X, y, and Z

directions, respectively.
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Appendlx C

Non-structural parts such as hydraulic cylinders, drive motors and

support brackets were also included in the computer model. Enns (1988)

listed forces that vrere used in his model to simulate the loads associated

with che mass of these parts. SDRC (1980) required that these forces be

converted to masses. Non-structural parts were located on the model as

lumped masses to simulate their effect on the modal properties of the

structure.

To more closely simulate the distributed masses due to the drapers,

guards and knife, the densities of the affected be¡ms were adjusted.

Data to calculate these values r¡ere obtained from engineers at Versatile

Farm Equipment Operations.

Lumped Masses

node 5: support bracket
knife drive
crop divider
hydraulic cylinder

0.0s8 kN
I.427 kN
0.289 kN
0.062 kN

1.836 kN (187;O -kg)

node 30: same mass as node 5 minus the mass of the knife drive

1.836-L.427:0.409 kN (41.7 kg)

nodes 26 and 50: front portion of the crop divider boards

0.267 kN (27 .2 ke)
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node 24: mass of

node 48: mass of

cutterbar:

Guards and Knife

The mass of the

(pers. com. Oct 1989)

reel

1.58 kN (160.0 1 g)

reel plus motor

1.58 + 0.089 : L.669 kN (170.0 t g)

knife and guards was learned from

. The total mass of the knife,

Mr. Harvey Chorney

guards and piEman

DistrfbuËed ìlasses

To adjust the densities, it was first established that the density

of all structural material was 7820 kg/u3. The addítional density was

due to the applied distributed mass.

Drapers

Mr. Ken Frisk (pers. com. Jul 1989), engineer at versatile Farm

Equipment Operations, stated that the mass of one draper was 9g.o kg.

Enns (1988) stated that 60t of this mass must be supported by the headbeam

and the remaining 40t was supported by the cutterbar. The applied load

was distributed over 2.766 metres of the headbeam and cutterbar.

headbeam: 98.0 ke * 0.6
2.766m*.002656m2

98.0 ke * 0.4
2.766m*.001843r02

8004 kg/n3

7 680 kg/n3
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head was 43.0 kg. This nass \¡las supported only by the eutterbar that was

7 .666 m long.

cutterbar: 43.0 ks
7.666mx.001843m2

3042 kÉ/â3

The effeetive densities of the individual members were determined

by suuuning the ínitial density plus the additíonal densities as calculaced

above.

Effective density of headbeam supporting the rear of the draper:

7820 + 8004 : L5 824 kg/^3

Effective densl-ty of cuÈüerbar supportlng k¡rífe and guards:

7820 + 3042 : I0 862 ks/^3

Effective denslty of cutterbar supporÈfng kntfe, guards and the front of

the draper:

7820 + 3042 + 7680 : 18 542 kg/.t
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Appendlx D

Noise Generator

A irlavetek VCG/Noise generator (model 132) supplied the input signal

to the filter. It had the ability to create sinusoidal, triangular,

square or random waveforms. The noise generator's operating range

extended from 0.2 Hz to 2 lü1.2.

Signal Filter

The signal filter was a Wavetek Dual Hi/Lo filcer (model 452). Ir

consisted of two single-pass filters. A band-pass filter was created by

removing all signals below 4 Hz wich one filËer and then removing all

signals above 20 Hz with the other filter.

Hydraullc Punp ConËroller

A Zonic Xcite Master Controller (model 1104) was used to control the

excitation actuator. Outputs from the load celI and the built-in LVDT

were monitored by the concroller. Through these tt,¡o sources of feedback,

the controller created a force signal that resenbled the random signal

from the signal filter.

Hydraullc Pump

The po\,¡er source for the actuator

ZonLc model 1201 Xcite Hydraulic Power

actuator head by two hydraulic 1ines.

head was a hydraulíc pump. A

Supply t.ras connected to the
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Hydraulic Actuator

The force was applied to the swather by " ZonLc Xcite Hydraulic

Excicer Head (rnodel 1107-4-T/C). This actuacor was controlled through a

ntrmber of servo -valves which in turn ÌÀras controlled by a master

controller. The exciter system (including the hydraulic pump and

aetuator) could exert a maximum foree of. 4448 N and the actuator had a

maximum stroke length of 50 mm.

InËerface between Actuator and Structure

Two modes of connection between the actuator and the structure were

used. First, a "load button" \¡ras used. The load button resembled a

thimble \,¡ith a threaded insert. It was threaded onto one side of the load

ceII while the opposite side of the load cell rrras threaded onto the

actuator. I^Ihen the pisEon of the actuator was extended to apply a load

to the structure, the load button came in contact with the structure. To

avoid nonlinearities and signal overloads, the load button reuained in

contact with the structure at all times. Therefore, a compressive force

was applied at all times.

A "stinger" was Ehe second type of connection that was used. It was

a short narrow beam that \¡¡as inserted between the load 'cell and the

structure. With the use of an adaptor, it was threaded to the load cell

on one end and attached to the structure at the other. It vras very stiff

along its longitudinal axis but flexible in lateral directions. Since the

stinger was rigidly attached to the structure, compressive and tensile

loads were applied to the structure.
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Inlfne Force Transducer

A Zoníc load cell (model 2522) was used to detect the force applied

to the swather by the actuator. It was installed betrveen the actuator

head and the swather. The load cell had a l1 120 N capacity in tension

and compression.

Tri-axial Accelerometer

A Bruel and Kjaer Ëype 4340 tri-axial accelerometer vras used to

measure all structural responses. Since the mass of this accelerometer

was only 36 graurs, its effect on the structurets responses r{¡as neglected.

Three co-axial cables vrere actached to adjacent sides on the accelerometer

and each one transmitted the output in one of the three orthogonal

directions. To simplify data analysis, each side of the acceleromeLer v/as

designated to measure the acceleration in eíther the X, Y, or Z direction.

The accelerometer was then positioned on the structure accordingly.

Mounting threads were located on the three sídes opposite Èhe output

cables. A magnet with a threaded stud was turned into one of the sides

of the accelerometer. The magnet qias then used to secure the

accelerometer to any metallic surface. To help mainËain a consistent

orientation the magnet was moved from one side of the accelerometer to

another as required.

Calibration Excf.ter

A Bruel and Kjaer rype

calibrate the output for each of

4294 Calibration Exciter was used

the three orthogonal directions prior

Ls4
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completing any measurements. The exeiter r¿as turned into each of the

three threaded ports on the accelerometer and the outpuL from each

accelerometer direction vras individually calibrated. The calibrater

vibrated at 159.2 Hz with a magnitude of 10.0 n/sz Rì,Is. A caribration

factor vras stored ín the Zonic system to achieve the correcË signal

amplitude. Consequently, three different calibration factors (one for

each orthogonal direction on the accelerometer) \^iere stored in the Zonic

system.

Signal Aurpllffers

The response signal sensed by each direction of the accelerometer

passed through a charge arnplifier prior to being received by the FFT

anaLyzet. Since accelerations \¡¡ere measured in the three orLhogonal

directions, three different charge arnplifiers were required. Two battery-

powered Bruel and Kjaer model 2635 eharge aroplifiers were used to amplify

the signals in the X and Y direcËions. The accelerations that were sensed

in the Z direcxlon r¡/ere anplified by a Kistler charge arnplifier (model

50/+E). The Kistler arnplifier required an AC power supply.

Two-Channel Oscilloscope

A two-channel oscilloscope was used to monitor the signals that were

being measured. The Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope (nodeI 5111) could

monitor tl¡o data channels simultaneously. Most often, the force signal

and one other acceleration signal v¡as monítored.
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Modal TesËing System

The Zonic modal testing system included three main components. A

Zonic 6080 four-channel FFT anaLyzer accepted the three acceleration and

single-force signals. The Color Monitor (mode1 6081) displayed various

signal histories as they v¡ere received by the FFT anaLyzer. A Zonic Real

Time Display Terminal (model 6081) controlled Lhe transfer of data from

the memory of the FFT analyzer Eo the color monitor or to storage on disk.
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xM"

Ã,ppendix E

: 0 (+ c.c.lü")

F1*(891) : F"yl*(sin 83"3)*geg

89I*Fr:360*F"yr

Fr = 0"405*Fcyr

F,'l
-rE

I
gg9

t_ ,-l(1) D

Fcyl

l-__ 8€r

X Mr = 0 (+ c"c.t^r" )

Fr*(cos 68)*197 + F"vr*(cos 6"7)*113
Fr* (sin 68) *259 + F"yr* (sin 6"7)

Fz*(73"8) * F"yr*(l-L2"3) = Ez*239"2 +

F"yr*l-o7.5 - Fz*165"4

F"yt = Fz*1"54

o lzss 2s8)

Fcyr*4 . g

(2)

conbining equat,ion l- and equation 2:

Fr = 0.405*(Fz*l"54)

F1 = Fr*O"624

effective stiffness at F, is 68 646 N/m

vertical stiffness at Fl is:
68 646 / 0"624 = LLO 000 N/n

I-*J
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' FIâES

IIYNAI1IC åii.li.YSIS DF IJEI{EIìAL STRUCTUÉES

b ¡ F\UL I lJ¡\ÈL Lr I l\lÉ.i|1 L L:] l\tr SÈ.ÊF(Ll-t LUF(I- UNH I I LJI\

ShâTHER TÊ'ELE

{,,{,* SFACE FRAI'IE AÌ,IALYSiS *,{.+

STRAIGHT BEAI'4S
FORE ENTI AFT ENN MATERIAL SECTION ROTATION

LENGTH JOINT JOINT CONE COEIE ANISLE TET"IF"FEAII

ÉJ
6
7
B
9

10
11
tt
13
14
IJ

T6
1B
27
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
45
54
ê1
a¿

t7
19
20
9l
22
23
.,'^
15
26
44
46

o.46
o. 02
o.49
o"4?
o. o1
2..OO
o"67
t.l1
t.o7
o"76
1.97
o. 03
I .40
o. 09
o.46
o. 02
o.49
o.4s
o. 01
2" OO
o.67
1"11
1..07
o.76
L "97
o" 03
1.40
o. 09
o.36
o.36
o. 12
o. 05
o" oB
o" 11
o" 11
o. 05
o. 05
o. o8
o. os
o. 1':
o. 05

11
?

12
13

"311

lt
20

1

3
3
4
4
I

36
34
37
36
47
46
45
20

I
27
zo
?9

34
5l

B
13
19
7
ê

1î
11
1B
t7
33
33

I
6
7
É

io
1A

2L
1
3
4
J

10
34
31
3f
33
5r)
47
46

27
¿ct
29
30
4B
JJ

10
rJJ

4
16
23

1

2
15
1-1

::

;;

1

1

I
1

4
4
4
3
1

4

;
1

1

1

I
1

1

4
4
4
3
1
1
¿
1
L

1

B
a

3
3
3
3'
5
5
5

4
4
4
4

L7
t7
3
3
3
3
J

J

5
E
È¡

.4
4'4

,l 4 ,..'t7
17
l7
l7

RI GID
RIGID
RIGID
RIGID
RI6I D
RIGID
RIGIEI
RIGID
RIIiIE
RIGID
RIEI D
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h.|EnNESDAY zç-t'lOV-Eì9 1(l: 59: 49 Fk¡:E :
. EIYI.IAI,IIC A¡:AI.VSIS OF GENERÊL STRUCTUIiES

SI¡ATHER TAFLE

STRAIISHT EEAi'iS
FORE EFITI ÊFT ENN HATERIAL SECTItrN ROTATION

BEAM LENISTH JO INT JCII NT CtrEIE COEIE ANISLE TEIIP "

47 0. OB 4'1 47 RIGID
48 0. 1 1 3: îÊ RIGID
49 0. 1 1 31 27 RIGrD
50 o.os 37 40 RI6ID
51 O. 05 , 3ó 39 RI|¡IE
52 0. O8 43 46 RrGID

' 53 0.OB 42 45 RrGrD

TAPERED EIEAi'1S
FORE ENN AFT ENT| TAFER NAT. SECTION CONE FOT.

FEAM LENIìTH JOINT JOINT TYFE CONE FORE AFT ANIiLE TEMF

1 0.25 t4 ?5 1 1 I 25
2 0.83 25 t7 1 1 7 24
3 1"OB 15 18 I 1 ? 79
4 1.O8 1ó 19 I 1 2 19

28 O.25 39 49 1 1 I 25
29 0.83 49 4'r 1 1 7 24
30 1.OB 4Ð 43 I 1 2 L9
31 1"OB 4t 44 1 I 2 19

JOINT COORFINATES
JOINT X Y Z

I O. OO() O. 595 0. O 17
2 L.O67 0. 595 0"OL7
3 1.S29 0.595 0.Or7
4 3. BOO O.59s O"O17
5 3.833 0.5?5 0.017
6 1"067 0.486 0.OOO . ..
7 1" 829 0. 486 0. OOO .. 

..
E 3.833 O.4Aó O. OOO , ., .".' . ,-

9 1.067 0.462 O.OOO :,'.
lo 1..067 0.499 -9.99k . -, .

11 t.Oê7 0.OOO O.OOO
L2 1.A29 0.OOO O.OOO
13 3.833 0.OOO O.OOO
t4 L.Oê7 0. {)OO O. O51
15 1 . A29 0. OOO O. O51
t6 3.833 0. OOr) O. O51
L7 1.11+ O.()1ç L.1?7
18 1.781 r). 01ç I " 117
19 3. 786 O. r) 1ç 1 . 117
20 O. (lO() (). (l=? i . 196
21 1.114 (1.()5? i.i9å
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NETINESEIAY 29-N6\r-Ë? 1(r: 59: 49

nYtlrìt'iiC Å¡iÊLYSIS OF liE¡iERAL
SI4ATHER TABLE

l- Hrlt:

Þ I tiuL ttJriE5

JTINT COORI¡I¡.IATES
JOINT X Y

22 L "78j23 3.78ó
24 3.800
23 1.078
2é 3.BOO
27 -l.Oé7
28 -1.439
2? -3. B(lO
30 -3.833
31 -t "0673? -1.8?9
33 -3.833
34 -1.067
35 -1. 067
36 -L "06737 -1.8?9
38 -3.833
39 -1.067
40 -1.829
41 -3.833
42 -1. 114
43 -r "7B244 -3.78é
45 -1. 114
46 -1.78=
47 -3.78ó
48 -3.BOO
49 -1.O78go -3"Boo
51 L.O67
3? -t.o67

CODE E

7 2t"sE+tO
? 21.8E+10
3 21. gE+l0
4 21.5E+1Q
El 50" OE+lCt

r.196
1. 19ó
1.416
o.3oo-
1. 19ó
o" o17
o. o17
o. o17
o. o17
o. ooo
o. ooo
O. OrlO
o. ooo

_0. 082ry
o. ooo
o. ooo
C¡. Or-¡O

o. 03l
o. 051
o.051
1.1?7
t. L77
t.t?7
1.19ó
1. 196
1. 19ó
1.41å
o" 30cÞ-
1"19ê

-o.150
-o.150

7" 820E+O3
1 . gg2f+O4
I . O8óE+O4
1 .694f+r--r4
1. OOOE-O1

o, 05ç
o. 05?
o. 595
Q. O(14
o. o59
o.395
o. 5?5

o.595
Q.486
o" 486
o. 486
o.4å:
o.49?
o. ooo
o. ooQ
O. OrlO
o. ooo
o. oo(l
o. o(lQ
o. o1?
o. o1?
o. o19
Q. O59
o. Q5e
o. 05?
o.595
o. oo4
o. o59
o. 150
o.150

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
POISSON' S DENSITY

o.290
o. 290
o. 29Q
o. ?90
0. 29{:r
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IÀ¡EETNESEIAY :9-NO'./-8ç 1i.ì : 51: 49

NYI{Aì'IiE A¡IALYSIS OF EENERAL STRUCTUËEs
SI{ATHER TAELE

cÅoss-secrIEI.r Fñ¡FEFTIES
NOMEI{TS OF INE|..ITiA SHEAÑ RATIO TtrRSION I¡IARF,INIJ EIEG.

CONE AREA Z Y Y Z CONSTANT trENSTAT{T FIX"

2 9.708-04 7. r-)ûE-07 1" ÉOE-Oå 2.33 4. 11 1,6OE-O8 2. OilE-Oç 1. Oil
3 1. EOE-O3 2.40E-Oé 2" 4()E-O6 

".2? 
2"7" 3. ó7E-O6 2"7?E-11 1. OO

4 3" OOE-O3 2. QOE-O5 B. OQE-CIå 1. 87 4.00 2. OOE-C)5 E. Q(lE-Cl9
5 1"80E-O3 3.67E-O6 1.18E-0ó 1"BO 3.61 1"40E-06 3.73E-10
7 1" OCIE-O3 3.7c)E-Ct7 ?. 3(lE-Qó 2.89 3. L7 9. 90E-O9 2" 10E-O9 1. OO

8 9.70E-O4 7.C!QE-O7 1.608-Qå 2.33 4" 11 1.óOE-08 z.OOE-O? 1.OO
t7 1.78E-O3 l.BSE-Oó 1.Q6E-O6 1.7= 2.79 2.13E-O6 3.6óE-11

' 19 1" OOE-O3 1.7cc--e7 5. QOE-CIó 7.=Q 1 . BO 7.708-Q9 I . QC'E-O9 1 . OO

?4 1. OOE-O3 t.7()q--A7 5. QCIE-Qé 7.50 1. BO 7.7Q8-Q? 1. OOE-O9 1. OO

23 1" OOE-O3 5. 7QE-C}7 2. 3(lE-Cr6 2. 89 3. t7 9. 9OE-C|9 2. 1QE-CI9 1. AO

ECtrENTR IC ITY
COBE Z Y

2 0. ooo -0.0644 o. ooB O. r-r:o
5 0. 01 1 -O. OO7
7 O. OOO -O. Cr54
B O.000 -Q.Q64

19 0" OOO -O. O30
24 O. OOO -O. C¡3Cl

25 O. O0(l -Cr. C¡54

ELASTIC RESTRAINTS
JCIINT DIR TYFE VALUE JOINT DIR

49 Y LINEAR 1. 1(IOE+05
49 Z LINEAR l.OQOE+l!. ..,
25 Y LINEAR 1.169g+O5 - ':"':r. :' .

:zs z LINEAR l.ooe[+l1 ',,,1, ,.¡,. :..:,,;:).1
':

''.''..
LUÌ.IFED Ì"IASS AND INERTIA ] ''

JOINT ¡''IASS J(X) J(Y) J(z' J(XY) J(XZ) J(YZ)

?4 1,. åoE+oz
5 1"87E+O2

Zâ 2.72¿+el
EO 2"728+Ol
30 4" 17E+O1
48 1.70E+O?
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ü^¡EfrNEgnAy 29-NOL'-Eìç lil ì 59: 4? FAGE g

DYNAI'1IC AI.IåI.YSIS OF GENERÊL STRUCTURES
SIdATHER TABLE

TOTAL LUI'IFED ttiEIGHT,zt'lASS = 6. 13;'E+O']

GRAVITATiONAL COI.ISTANT = l.QilÈE+OO

TOTAL STRUtrTURE hJEiGHT./MASS = 1.274E+O3

C.G"LOCATION: f,= O.4O7 l= O.44é Z- A.679

SPEtrIFIED RESTRAINTS
JOINT DIREETION VALUE

51 2
51 3
5"2
=23
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DET]REES OF FREEETOII =
YAXIIIUN BANDITIIDTH =
TVERAGE BANDITIIDTH =

FROFILE SIZE =

NUI'IFER OF JOINTS =
NUI"IEER OF ELEMENTS =
MAXIMUI'I JtrINT NUI'IE¡ER =
MAX IMUN ELET'IENT NUT.IETER

:(l(j
JI

t(:
J i'* C¡

Ëì
ÈJC¡
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